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CHAPTER I 
PURPOSE AND PLAN OF STUDY 
A study of the teaching :methods reported as haring been used b7 
home economics teachers in vocational classes or the high schools in the 
Roanoke District of Virginia (1949-50). 
The aajor purposes of this atudy were: 
1. To tind 01:1t what teaching methods were used most f'requentl.y 
by teachers in the Tarious areas or home economics. 
2. To find out whether teaching methods used seemed to produce 
satisfying results in terms of (a) pupil's liking for a subject matter 
area and (b) pupil's achievement. 
Assumptions 
1. The ef'fecti veness or teaching methods being used b7 teachers 
or vocational home econcnics ma7 be reflected in the liking developed by 
both pupils and teachers in regard to the various areas or work. 
2. The results of the study may be ot value t;c, teacher educators 
(pN-eervice and in-service) in helping teachers choose more effective 
methods. 
3. The study should provide material which will be helpful to 
home econom.ics teachers in setting up more satisfying learning 
experiences tor the pupils Yi.th whom they- work. 
Lillitations 
This study was eoncemed with the teaching methods reported as 
having been used b7 35 of the teachers or vocational home economics 
classes in public high schools in the Roanoke District of Virginia dur­
ing the school year ot 1949-SO. The Roanoke District is c•poaed or 
.Amherst, .Appcaattox, Bed.ford, Botetourt, Campbell, Craig, Giles and 
Roanoke Counties and Roanoke City. 
2 
The 35 teachers who reported the teaching methods the,. had used 
tallght in programs which would seem to be representative of those found 
in high schools throughout the State. That is, there were teachers 
reporting from both large and small high schools; teachers who taught in 
rural areas and others who taught in urban communities; teachers who 
taucht in agricultural sections and others who taught in industrial 
areas; teachers who had the usual three-year vocational program, others 
who had only junior high school classes, a few who taught onl7 senior 
high school home economics classes, and a f'n who had a teur-year home 
economics program; teachers who were responsible for all three years of 
the TOcational program and others who were working with one or two other 
home econOlllies teachers in the same school. 
Twenty--tour ot the 35 teachers participating in the study had the 
entire responsibility for a tb.ree-y-ear vocational home economics program; 
three were responsible tor a f'our-year Tocational program; five teachers, 
three in one school and two in another, had the joint responsibility for 
a three-year home economics program; two taught in a j\1.Dior high school 
3 
where only the first year of the vocational course was ottered; and one 
teacher had the first year or the vocational course in the junior high 
and also a second year of the vocational course (overflow group from the 
senior high school). 
Teachers were given the choice of reporting on work done b7 their 
home econOJBics pupils in any one, ·two, or all three years of their 
vocational program. Those few teachers who had a four-yaar program were 
asked not to report on work done in the fourth year. 
Procedure 
Willl•son and Ly"le I s detini tion of a teaching method was used 
tor the purpose ot this study". "A teaching method is a technique for 
developing pupil learning, which mder our present interpretation of 
learning, takes place most effectiwl7 when it occurs through self­
purposed and self-directed experiencea."1 
Thirty different teaching methods which are generally used in 
home econanics teaching were listed and defined. A lllllleographed copy ot 
this Jll&terial (see jppendh:) was given to each of the 43 teachers of 
vocational home econOJli.cs in the Roanoke District ot Virginia to be used 
in making a report of the teaching methods she had used (1949-$0). 
The writer discussed with each of the teachers the purpose of the 
study' and the way 1n which she would secure the information for tilling 
out the necessary- torms (see Jppendix). 
3-auc1e Williu.son and llary" LTle, � Education in the !!!E 
School (New York: D. Jppleton-0entury Compa:ni,941), p. 1li6:- -
4 
The data were recorded by the teachers as pupils worked on prob­
lem.s in nrious areas ot ho•mald.ng during the 19ar • .lt the end of the 
school year, each pupil and each teacher checked an evaluation sheet 
(see Appendix). The data on the pupils' evaluation sheets were canpiled 
by the teachers. 
Thirty-five reports were completed during the school year and 
retm,ied to the writer at the close of the 1949-SO school session. 
The writer tabulated all or the data from the reports submitted 
by the JS teachers and started setting up tables. It was at this point 
that the enormous, almost prohibitive (from the standpoint of time), 
task of writing up all the material became quite apparent. The decision 
was then made to select f'ow areas, two in which the greatest mmber ot 
teachers reported work done (food and clothing) and two in which the 
smallest nuaber reported work done (health and family' relations), to 
serve as the basis tor the present study. 
The objectives were studied and grouped into categories according 
to the statements "to learn", "to illprove", or "to deTelop." The teach­
ing methods used b7 the teachers in working toward the objectives in the 
four areas of home econOJDics were tabulated. 'Ihe outcoaes of instruc­
tion as reported were grouped under three headings: (a) knowledge 
acquired, (b) appreciations developed and (e) skills and abilities 
denloped. Pupil reactions and teacher reactions to the tour areas of 
work were also tabulated. 
General information concerning the pupil: grade, age, socio­
ecomcmic group, intelligence quotient, and records or academic standing 
in all courses and in home economics ,ras tabulated. The number of 
achievement tests and other test results reported were so ta in number 
that they were considered to be of' no value in the over-all study. 
It was felt that it would be helpful to tabulate information con­
cerning the training, experience, and rating of the teachers and the 
type of departaent and space and equipnent used by the teachers. These 
tabulations were made from the teachers• qualification sheets and trom. 
the reports of the individual program evaluations made during the spring 
or 19$0. These records were available in the writer• s office. 
A review was :made of literature and studies pertaining to teach­
ing methods f'or the past·t.en-year period. Data were analyzed and inter­
pretations made in light of this reading and the thinking of the writer. 
CHAPTER II 
REVIEW OF LITERATURE 
History or Teaching Methods 
Teaching methods change as our philoaoph7 ot education changes • 
.b SchorliJar says : 
Yeaterda.7's teacher taught subject aatter, and tactual 
knowledge was given undue emphasis; the teacher of todq ia 
interested in the social and personal development of the indi­
'rldual pupil. In grandfather's time instruction was an end; 
toda7 it is a means to an end-the end being the acquieition 
ot desirable habits, attitudes, and skills on the part of 
pupils. 
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 
In 1900 the faith or the school people la7 in the 
Herbartian steps; in 190$, in the cycle pl.an; in 1910, in the 
problem method; in 1915, teachers were excited about auperrlsed 
study; in 1920, the project method promised to sol"f9 all our 
difficulties; in 192S, we had indiTidualized instruction with 
many different models; in 1930, we became enthusiastic about 
the child-centered school; in 193$, we had great faith in the 
social studies as the core of the curriculum and, in 1940, 
adjustaent of personalit7. 
The discerning critic or public education will see in 
this shitting terminology a persistent stream of thought_Jll8.ld.ng 
tor educational reform which threatens every five years to break 
through the stubborn obstacles. There is good reason for be­
lieving that the exponents or the problem method, the project 
•thod, superrlsed study, and all the rest aimed at one and the 
same goal: a greater amount of reflective tb1nk1ng; and that 
t.hese eeeaingl7 unrelated reforms represent a groping to design 
an education tor adjustment and, specificall7, an 1.mconscious 
atriTing for a greater amount ot transfer. BT transfer ot 
training we mean that a person will adjust more quickly' and 
effecti"t'8l.7 to situation B because he has experienced 
situation .A. 
1Raleigh Schorling, Student Teaching (In Yorks McGraw-Hill 
Book Company, Inc., 1940), pp. 69, 121-22. 
Our educational practices haw also been affected b;r our abilit7 
to understand something about the way in which learning takes place. 
In m.&n7 places, tor exaaple, the course or study move­
aent of the 1920 1 s based upon earlier belief's about learning, 
has given way to the development of teaching guides which per­
Jllit flexibility in elassro011 procedure. Similarly-, excluiw 
emphasis upon paper and pencil tests o! 'knowledge', resting 
on the psychological aasaption that to know is to do, has been 
replaced b7 recognition or the need f'or a great variety o! test­
ing proceduree and situations to measure growth in many dimen­
sions. Highly directive teaching, with pupils making few it 
any important decisions about their own learning, is less wide­
spread. In its place has come increased •phasis upon providing 
boy-sand girls with practicl in making, tollowing through, and 
evaluating their awn plans. 
7 
Let us now look more closel.7 at specitic teaching methods. 'l'he 
laboratory- method or teaching which shall be considered first is not new. 
In fact Forbes3 tells us: 
The laboratory- method came into teaching through the 
physical sciences, with the central technique the experiment 
with apparatus and materials. Germany pioneered through the 
work or such men as Franche at the University of Halle im. 1695 
and Hecker in the Realschul.e of' Berlin in 174 7. At first the 
teaching was by demonstration, performed by the proteasor. 
Laboratory work was performed by student8 under Liebig at 
Giessen in 1826. In the middle or the century- the Realschulen 
included in the curriculwa physics, chemistry, aineraloa, and 
physical geography, with laboratory work as part of' the instruc­
tion. The focUB or attention was on the use or scientific 
materials in industry. In the United States, laboratory ex­
periments were performed by students in the universities arter 
18$0. Near the close or the century this •thod was adopted 
by the high schools. Dewe7's work, The School� Societz, was 
2chandos Reid, •Instructional Materials and ProblU1-Centered 
Teaching,'' Teachers College Record, $2:24, October 19$0. 
3w:i.111aa c. Forbes, •Purpose in Laboratory- Experiences," Teachers 
College Record, 49:423, Karch 1948. 
8 
published in 1896. Its philosophy or •1re learn to do by 
doing' , gave impetus to the laboratory method. 
The laboratory method as a concept has been used 
freely. It has been applied to any work involving observa­
tion. Various adaptations are used in the social sciences, 
mathematics, and vocational and commercial subjects. 
Prior to the introduction or the laboratory method, 
students leamed by reading and listening. Detenaining the 
solution to a problem cOim1.0nly" meant finding it in a book. In 
the laboratory •thod, materials in question were aanipulated 
and observed. Firsthand .aperiences answered many questions 
which wrbal descriptions did not, and resulted in more 
definite associations between materials and concepts. 
Visual education, though among those teaching methods considered 
relatiTel.J' recent in use, is not a new device. 
lfe are told that Pythagoras drew gecmetric tigures in 
the sand when :making his demonstrations. The first illustrated 
textbook appeared shortly after the invention or the printing 
press. Reading was taught in the early New England schools 
with the aid or pictures. The good teacher has long used maps, 
charts, globes, diagrams, models, flat pictures, dramatizations, 
the blackboard, the bulletin board, collections or specimens, 
exhibits, cartoons, posters, and a T&riety o:t laboratory equip­
ment. The school excursion has been used, probably' as long as 
schools have been organised, although in more recent years it 
has come to play a more prOllinent role as a caretully planned 
event and a form or overt teaching. 
The thing that is new about this type or education is 
that the number or visual and auditory aids in teaching has 
increased tremendously in recent years as new cbnelopments in 
electrical engineering have opened up greater possibilities 
for their use, and as research studies of learning have sug­
gested that these aupplaentar;y aids not onl7 are useful to 
enrich $.lld vitalize teaching but probably' improve its 
effectiveness. 
Within the last rew years new forms or visual and audi­
tory aids have appeared, each one having a definite educational 
value. Jaong these are the silent and sound motion picture, 
radio, phonograph, school J1USeum., stereograph and stereoscope, 
lante,:n slides, film. strips, opaque projector., and sound slide 
tii..4 
4scaorling, �. cit., pp. 184-8,. 
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Daring the early' days or radio, ite potentialities as an instru­
ment or education were widely heralded; however, many difficulties not 
at tirst seen limited its use and value as a means or classroom teaching. 
For fifteen years the ColU11bia Broadcasting System pre­
pared and broadcast five halt-hour programs a week tor use in 
the classrooms ot our elementar:r and high schools . In 19h.5, 
CBS decided that school boards would never put radios in class­
rooms, and that it they did teachers would never use them. As 
a result or this decision, the Jaerican School ot the Air became 
a home listening series • 
The ccaing or Fl( (:trequenc7 aodulation) is, as Mr. Charles 
Siepmann has expressed it in the title or his highly stimulating 
book, Radio's Second Chance . It is also education's second 
chance. 
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 
The groring interest in radio as a suppleaentary instru­
aent or instruction in the public school clasarooa was attested 
recently to a greater degree that\ ever before, at the 191&.6 School 
Broadcast conference in Chicago.5 
In their progress report of 1946-49, the program. Gt school experi­
aentation cooperativel7 carried out by the Battle Creek, Michigan, Public 
Schools and the Horace Kann-Lincoln lilstitute of School Experilllentation, 
recognised the importance of problem solving and group work. They 
stated that : 
The term, •probl•-eentered group activities • is one ot 
convenience arid is used to designate an educational process bJ' 
which teachers and students work cooperati wly- to solve problems 
related to the experience, interests, and concerns ot yollllg 
people. 
• • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • 
The probl•s of young people haft their source in situa­
tions where individual and group adaptive behavior are inade­
quate. For example, patterns or behaTior learned in the 
'James F. lla.cendrew, "Education Re-exaain.es Radio, " Teachers 
College Record, 48 :156-57, December 1946 . 
el•entary" school with respect to the peer group and to teach­
ers are more than likely' to preTe inadequate in the junior and 
senior high school where multi-gro� membership is encountered 
and several teachers are met daily. 
Studies of Teaching Methods in the .lrea or Hom.e Economics 
10 
Hatcher guided a graduate class in curricullllR study" at Michigan 
State College in the coapilation or a list or objectives which were 
common to large groups or students in home economics at ditterent age 
levels and which should be useful to teachers in any- part ot the country. 
Waapler7 selected some or the more intangible objectives fro• this list 
and deftloped them. The objectives were concerned with personal and 
faaiq relations on the junior high and senior high school levels. 
Wampler stated each objective in simple terms, diagnosed each 
objective as to the specific behavior showing evidence or attainment by 
the student, and stated generalizations , tacts , and concepts related to 
it . She com.piled and included under each objectiw appropriate learning 
experience• and intoru.l methods or e"t"&l.uation. 
6ilubert M. E'Y8ns , Editor, and others, "Cooperative Research and 
Curricul• !aprovaent, Progress Report or an Experiaental General Educa­
�ion Project, Battle Creek, Michigan, Schools and the Horace Kann-Lincoln 
Institute or School Experi:untation, III The Probl•-Centered Group and 
Personal-SOCial Problems ot Yeung People ," Teachers College Record, 
Sl :438, April 19,0 . 
701oria Kase Wampler, "Teclmiquea for Teaching and Evaluating 
Certain or The Kore Intangible Objectives in Personal and F� Rela­
tions on The Junior and Senior High School Levels,"  Master 1.s Thesis , 
The Penn17lvania State College, State College, Pennaylnnia (1950) . 
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Eight objectives were completed and sutmitted to 45 teachers of 
home economics in the United States and Canada tor experimental use in 
actual classroom situations. Each objective was tested in a :minimum of 
ten classroan situations . 
The majority or the teachers using newer teaching techniques, the 
sociodrama, buzz session, anecdotal record, and the sociograph, found 
them effective. For example, of' the 18 teachers who used simple drama­
ti1ation in helping students work on the objective, •to Im.ow how to make 
friends that are good f'or me and how to keep them" , 15 considered the 
technique effective, two believed it ineffective, and one was mdecided. 
In working on this same objective, five teachers used the buzz session . 
Three of the teachers regarded this technique as effective , one rated it 
ineffective, and one teacher found her class preferred to write out their 
questions . 
The MIA.TA. ("My Ideas About Teaching Adults" ) was developed by 
Rhodes8 as a tool to s�cure from teachers of adults in han•aldng educa­
tion information concerning their choices of objectives and methods. 
The three styles of leadership or methods employed were classified as 
being "democratic11 , "authoritarian", and "laissez-faire . "  The objectives 
were either task or learner centered. She secured information from 130 
hoJ1811laking teachers whose experience in teaching adults ranged from less 
than one year to more than ten years. 
8Kathleen Rhodes , "A Study or Teachers• Choices of Objectives and 
Methods for Teaching Adults in Homemaking, "  Doctoral Dissertation, Cornell 
University, Ithaca, New York, June 19SO .  
One of the most, evident finding• f'rom the study ia the 
contusion of thought shown by many people in their choice of 
objectives and aethods . The choice of objective Taried accord­
ing to the situation and the choice of :method varied with the 
emphasis put upon each objective. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 
It appears that aethod and objective are goftmed b.r what is 
being taught rather than by the person to whom it is being 
taught. 
• • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • 
Many- respondents who chose learner centered objectives and 
who chose democratic methods upon a .first examination or the 
situation seemed to believe it necessary to choose an authori­
tarian method in order to teach principles of subject :matter 
most effectiftly. It might be that this arises from lack of 
familiari t7 with and confidence in democratic methods ot 
learnillg.9 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 
In the situation concerned 1li th teaching Foods, •8.D7 
people considered the task centered objective as ill.portent as 
or more so than the learner centered objective. This was 
aigni.ticantly' different from. the choice of objective in Cloth­
illg and Child Study where the aajority believed the learner 
centered objective to be the most illportant. Possible reasons 
for this aay lie in the •phasis put upon the illportance of a 
knowledge of nutrition and food preparation 
n
r !! rather than 
upon the aeaning o.t this knowledge to the we are of the indi­
Tidual. A recent study at the Pennsylvania State College gaw 
en.dance that people were not as well fed as would be expected 
in spite of sufficient money and the easy availability ot infor­
mation concerning the choice and preparation o:t adequate diets. 
Kight it be that pro:tessional preparation for foods and nutri­
tion teaching, though excellent in providing the prospective 
teacher with factual information, has been less effective in 
indicating the illportance of the learner as the gatewq to the 
impleaentation or illproved food practices? 
Interestingly' enough, the biggest n•ber of choices tor 
a democratic method in 8111' situation were made in the Foods 
situation. This is probabl7 due to the fact that the physical 
set up in teaching Foods has favored group •thods of working 
far more than has either Clothing or Child Care.10 
9�., p.  162. 
lOibid. , pp . 163-64. 
l2 
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Rb.odes .round that those teachers who were reared in a democratic 
home, who had been taught in democratic school situations, and who were 
allowed freedom of choice 1t'i. th wise guidance while growing up were the 
ones who most frequently chose learner centered objectives and dellocratic 
methods . These same teachers had acquired a mastery or subject matter 
which gave them confidence in their teaching and contributed to their 
expressed enjoyment of teaching. The enjo7Jl8nt or teaching seemed to go 
hand in hand with the use of democratic methods of teaching. 
Jones, 11 a teacher at Yfest Virginia Universit7, :ma.de a study of 
methods used in teaching her college classes in tally living. She and 
the students shared equall7 in plann� the course. The sources of 
aaterial for the course were books, magazines, outside speakers, and 
personal experiences. The instructor did not give rules for procedure, 
pass her opinion, or give direct advice in teaching the course. Her 
major purpose was te st:btulate the students • thinking, provide oppor­
tunities for them to enlarge upon their experiences, and help them to 
aee ways in which they could avoid or solve problems. In explaining the 
purpose of the course and the methods used, she said that: 
It is not the desire ot the author that the students 
should cmplete this course with de.finite ideas for conquer­
ing life, but rather that they gain some ideas or common prob­
lems encountered in ll'Ying, possible solutions, and the 
consequences of probable solution. 
llllarJ' Rose Taylor Jones, "! Suggested Procedure tor Teaching 
Family Lin.ng, " Master's Thesis, West Virginia University, Morgantown, 
West Virginia, 1946, PP • 19-29 . 
It seems bl.port.ant to stress the positive side of liTi.ng 
-the joys and happiness in fail.7 lire, the rewards of service, 
and the thrill or loving. This is not done b7 &Toiding thought.a 
of difficulties, but 'bJ" realizing that hardships are minimized 
by c011pariaon ll'ith the happiness and contentment involftd; b7 
realising that conflict is always with us ,  (we are not peculiar 
or unadjusted because we have a problem), and can be settled 
agreeabl7 if we so desire; and b7 emphasizing that freedom and 
responsibilit7 go hand in hand. 
It is hoped that students who finish the course will 
realize that a happy and worthwhile lite is not based on 7outh 
and be�t7, (as we stress here in the United States), but on a 
well-adjuted, broadminded serviceable method of living. 
Methods •plo!id !! Teaching !!!!!, Course in Familz Living. 
I. Discuss on 
B .  Student Reports 
C. Book Reviews b7 Instructor 
D .  Quiszes and Questionnaires 
E. Research Paper 
F. lid-seaester Check-up 
G. Outside Discussion 
H. Panel Discussion 
I. Book Reports b7 Students 
J. Description or a Fudly 
K. Grades 
Discussion: 
Maeuaaion was the most .favored method used in this 
course • . It was our desire to have students apeak: freely and 
.frankly at all times. We wanted all inhibitions removed. Each 
student has had e:zperience in this field but hesitated to dis­
cuss it because it was so personal. 
• • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • 
Various techniques were eapl07ed by the author to pro­
aote repartee. The beginning class periods encouraged in.for­
aali t7. The instructor became a part of the class itself 
instead of a separate enti t7. We tried to create a desire, on 
the part or each individual, to talk and relate experiences. 
If no more is accoapliahed the first few period.a, than 
establishing desirable attitudes, and responses, that is enough. 
Learning takes place on four levels: intellectual, neuro­
muscular, emotional and social. Kiss nora Thurston, ot Cornell 
University, says that it ' s  wise to begin always with the emo­
tional element in teaching or learning. Students :must accept 
them.selves, each other, and the instructor. The success of the 
whole semester depends upon the atmosphere developed in the 
beginning periods. 
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 
Student retirts: A s  dent report improves personality and develops poise 
and assurance in the individual and is well worth the time 
spent . 
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 
Book reviews !?z instructor: -
Book reviews were used for one or more of' the following 
reasons: 
1 .  To bring a new subject into discussion . 
2. To introduce a new book . 
3 .  To rebuild interest and enthusiasm . 
4. To give detailed stltdy to a pertinent problem . 
;. To add variety to the class . 
6 .  To let the class know that the instructor is also doing 
research. 
7. To· build a foundation for the two book reports the 
. students are asked to :make . 
8 .  To prevent an awkward lull in discussion . 
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 
Important data were given the class and yet a desire was 
usual.17 created for one or more students to read the book. 
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 
Quisses and questionnaires : 
� are 118117 questionnaires and personal. quizzes &Tail­
able in this particular field. We found the ones on personality 
especially stimulating . 
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 
Research �: 
1 p,ipII selected a subject in which he was particularly" 
interested or in an eff'ort to gain help in solving some problem. 
which he had encountered or anticipated. The instructor was 
consulted concerning the topics selected and gave help in 
obtaining material • 
. . . . . • · . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  . 
The second half of the semester, the material gleaned 
froa the research was presented to the other members of the 
class . 
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 
llid-s•ester check !E. and plan for second half of semester: 
Instead of the usual mid=ie'mester quiz, tiie rolloriag 
questions were asked this class z 
1 .  Which of' the subjects discussed in this class has been 
most helpful to ,-ou? Why? 
2 . Which or the subjects ,discussed in this class has been 
least helpful to you? Why? 
3. Which of the subjects discussed in thils class has been 
repetition f'or you? Where have you had them before? 
4. What subjects would you like to study the second half' 
of this semester? 
,. What changes would you like to make in class procedure? 
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . � 
It hae proven true, each time the claas has been taught, 
that the topics which the cl.us wished to cover the second half 
of the semester were the topics selected for special research 
during the first halt. 
• • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • 
Question five o! the mid-semester check-up offered sug-
gestions for class procedure. Discussion has alwa7B been the 
most popular method •plo7ed. Students, however, were hesitant 
about leading discussions even though they participated in them 
11'illin.gl7. Other methods of class procedure (as 1uggested b7 
the class) were lectures, debates, panel discussions and outside 
speakers. 
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 
Outside apeakera: 
Doctors, ministers, youth workers, homemakers, nursery 
school directors and business men were the meat popular pro­
fessions represented. 
We have found people very willing to cooperate "Iii. th ue 
in this course, and many interesting class period8 have 
developed from these Ti.sits. 
• • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • 
Panel discussion: 
- Planned panel discussions added variety to the claa1. 
Tne;y were especially feasible when three or more students had 
studied the same or closely related topics. Sometimes the 
material obtained could be divided among the participating at11-
dents and given in this manner. Other times a debate could be 
planned gi'ring two sides to a question, and then allowing the 
whole class to participate. As an illustration of the possi­
bilities or this procedure, we had a debate betlreen a Catholic 
and a Protestant on in:ter-illarriage between two persons ot 
different religions. 
Often these programs could be success� presented to 
Women I s Clubs, etc. Such an experience proved beneficial to both 
the students and club members . 
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 
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Book reports gr students: 
--.:ch student read two books during the second half of the semester. 
The student SU11UD.arized the book ., gave his opinion or its valu.e and told 
for whom. he would recQlllllend it. 
Description of a tamily1 
The instructor also asked earl7 in the second halt of 
the semester tor a written detailed description of some f&11.ily 
which the student knew intiu.tel.7. • • • 
The purpose of such a description was to af'ford an 
opportunit7 tor applying principles which had been discussed 
during the semester. We felt it valuable to develop powers ot 
observation and in turn to show how one JU.Y learn or benefit 
from the experience of others • .An opportunity was af'forded for 
discovering actual probl8118 which existed in a specific family 
and stiaulated students to thillk out methods or dealing with 
them. The description was verr detailed and helped the student 
to recognize the ll8l1J" areas in which management was involTed 
and good management necessary tor happy f•ily" life. 
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 
Grades s 
17 
Because of a lack of means of evaluating personality develop-
ment and �ge of attitudes, grades were based on their papers , dis­
cussion, and class attendance. "This method is not too satiatacto17, 
but seems to be as desirable as any with the limited information 
available. " 
Jones felt that her procedure tor teaching the course in fanily 
living was successful. She recamnended individual conferences and 
smaller groups (there were 30 to 35 ptJpils in her classes ). Jones also 
stated that the comments of the students were favorable to her teaching 
· aethod8. 
1eu.yl-2 worked with three homelll8ldng teachers at PennaylTania 
State College High School to see if some habits which the teachers had 
found difficult to establish at the high school level could be estab­
lished. The objectives around which Kelly centered her study were : 
12wu.a Kathleen Kelly, "Teclmiques for Teaching Certain Practices 
Considered Important but Difficult to Establish by Homemaking Teachers , "  
Master's Thesis, The Pennsylvania State College, State College, 
Pennsylvania (1949) . 
1.  To dress appropriately tor foods ,rork 
2 .  To keep the range clean 
J . To keep the kitchen cabinet in order 
4. To choose the appropriate utensils for cooking 
, • To talk so as not to disturb others 
6. To know when and where to eat and chew gum 
7 . To introduce people in a pleasing manner when necessary 
8 .  To be more considerate or others 
9 . To have good posture when sewing 
10 . To use a thiJllble while sewing 
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The first six practices were worked on in foods classes and the 
last tour in clothing . The stuey was carried out nth seventh, ninth, 
and eleventh grade home economics classes . Kelly- developed, used, and 
evaluated instructional devices tor each objective and for each level . 
The pupil, teacher, and other classmates evaluated each pupil ' s  
practices before the work on each objective began. Devices in the form 
or check lists , diaries ,  logs , and games were then used by the pupils to 
record their observations and progress in working toward each objective • 
.A.t the end ot their study, pupils again evaluated themselves to deter­
mine the amount or progress they had made . 
The teacher-pupil planning and the pre-evaluation gave the pupils 
an incentive to establish the practices set forth in the study-. .Accord­
ing to the teachers who worked with the pupils ' ,o to as per cent or the 
seventh graders iaproved in the six rood obje ctives ; So to 75 per cent 
or the ninth grade pupils improved; and 67 to 83 per cent ot the eleventh 
graders who participated in the study ill.prowd. Fifty to 6S per cent ot 
the pupils improved in their posture; 4S to 6S per cent improTed in the 
use or the thimble; and although no numerical scores were given, there 
were indications ot much iaprovement on the part of the class members in 
the other objectives set up . 
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Pupils enjoyed those teaching devices which were original. ideas 
of the teacher aaking this study but indicated that all the devices were 
helptul. They- liked group ccnpetition rather than competition on an 
individual basis. 
During the school :,ear of 1946-47, Yaugerl-3 made a stuey- o.t two 
groups or 30 ninth grade home econOllics students in Lancaster, Ohio, 
High School to deteraine the effect or aovies integrated with nutrition 
teaching on the improvement or their rood habits and their knowledge or 
nutrition. The two groups or students were cmparable in age, intelli­
gence quotient and home background. Each group received the same 
instruction in .foods and nutrition through the same experiences, except 
that movies were used to serve as the motivating factor with the 
experimental group . 
The food habits of both groups illlproved significantly' in respect 
to the consuaption or milk, green and yellow Tegetables, and citrus 
fruits . The iaprove•nt in rood habits was significantly greater when 
movies were used as visual aids than when students experienced the usual 
home economics teaching . The goal-seeking and selt-e"f'al\l&tion method or 
teaching, based on the newer philosophy or education together with group 
planning and preparation or aeals in the foods laboratory were also 
iaportant factors in food habit changes as shown by- illproveJ1ents in the 
rood habits of the students in the control group . 
13au.th Jane Yauger, "The Value of Movies and Fihl Strips As 
Devices to Motivate Ninth Grade Home Econ<JBics Students to !.aprove Their 
Food Habits , "  llaster ' s  Thesis, The Ohio State University, Columbus, Ohio 
(1948 ) .  
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Field trips, teacher demonstrations ot food techniques, nutrition 
charts and food models were •thods which helped to motivate the stu­
dents who did not see the movies to illprove their :rood habits. The 
girls who saw the movies were influenced to include breakfast in their 
meal patterns to a greater extent than those in the control group. 
More skill in rood preparation techniques was shown by the girls 
�� were given demo�strations by the teacher rather than instruction by 
movie or film �trip • 
Yeiserlk made a study in 1949, the aajor purposes or which were: 
1. to ascertain what. audio-visual equip•nt was available in the 
high schools atudiedJ 
2.  to deteraine what use was being made by the homemaking teachers 
or the audio-visual equipment that was aTailable in these 
schools; and 
3 . to secure the eTaluation b7 the hoaemaking teachers or a 
selected group or filllls and f'illlstrips . 
Eighty homemaking teachers in Areas V and VI in the State of 
Tuas participated in the audio-vi•ual. aids study. The use of the 
following audio-rlsual aids was studied: filll, filmstrip, slide, radio, 
record pl.a1er, and the recorder. SeTent7-tive fill'ls and tillastripa on 
the secondary age level and produced since 1940, were listed to be rated 
by the homemalc:Lng teachers participating in the study. 
The follcnring findings from the Yeiser study seem to be 
significant: 
14uta Frances Yeiser, "A Survey ot the Use ot A.u.dio-Viaual .A.ids 
in Homemaking Education in the .. Public Schools of Areas V and VI in Texas, " 
Master ' s  thesis, The University of Texas, Austin, Texas, llay 1949, 
pp. 61.69. 
1 .  Of the seventy-five secondary schools represented in this 
study seventy-three or 91 per cent were senior, junior, 
or junior-senior combinations. Of this number, titt7-
three or 66 per cent were senior high schools. 
2 .  The total enrollment or hom.emald.ng students in the senior, 
junior, or junior-senior combination classes was S,497. 
3. Ninet7-one per cent of the schools owned a sound Dr:) tion 
picture projector . Eighteen per cent or the schools had 
a silent motion picture projector, and some or the teach­
ers reported that their schools had both types or pro­
jectors. Abtoat one-halt of the schools owned either a 
2x2 or a 3½zh elide projector and a sound or silent film.­
strip projector. More than 'TS per cent or the schools 
owned a screen. Over ,o per cent of the schools had a 
public address system and 25 per cent. had a radio in the 
homemaking department. Less than one-halt of the schools 
had record players, and onl.7 about one-f' ourth had any 
'tJPe of recorder. or the recorders available, the wire 
recorder was the most popular type . 
As a whole, the .findings indicated that the aajori ty 
of teachers had a motion pictllr8 projector and a screen 
available to them. More than one-halt of the teachers 
used sound motion pictures either frequently or occasion­
ally'. Other types or equipment were li.Jli ted and were not 
being used to an.7 great extent . 
lt.. Various ·rooms in the hCJ11e11ald.ng department were checked 
f'itt7-aeven times as places where audio-visual aids were 
used. Rooms outside of the departments were checked 
ain7-senn times. Thirty-five per cent or the teachers 
used the au.di toriuas, while 24  per cent used special pro­
ject.ion rooms. Other rooms, not listed on the check list 
but given b7 the teachers, were the following I bedrooa, 
library, gymnasium., study hall, and vocational agriculture 
building. 
5.  While approx:Lm.atel.y one-half o! the teachers considered the 
darkening and seating arrangements or the room in which 
audio-visual aids were used as only fair, the ventilation 
and acoustics were considered even less desirable. 
6 .  Kore than one-half of' the teachers reporting stated that 
their superintendent or principal was responsible tor 
audio-visual aids in their schools. Only' 14 per cent of' 
the teachers had a full time coordinator. Others that, 
help to direct the program included teachers or science, 
agriculture, manual drawing, English, Ch•istr7, Spanish, 
athentatics, art and civics , and librarians. 
7. Seventy-en• per cent of the schools had definite appropria­
tions tor audio-visual aids . In one-fourth of the schools 
these aids were financed in various ways-by the 
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Parent-Teacher Association, Future Hom•akers of .America, 
and f'ro:m sales and charge programs, donations from the 
Senior Class, sales from the coke and candy machines, and 
local uintenance . 
8. Eighty teachers reported using audio-visual aids a total 
of 736 times during the past semester. Films and tilla­
atrips were used more times than the other types of aids. 
• • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • 
9. The :majority ot films and filmstrips were obtained from the 
State Film Library, Visual Instruction Bureau of The Uni­
versity of Texas, and from c0111118rcial cmpanies. 
10. In the preparation tor the use ot slides, films and tila­
at.ripa, about half of the teachers checked that they 
acquainted tb.emselws with au.dio-Tisual aids by reading a 
description in a catalog, magazine, or produeer • s  announce­
ment, or by prerlning. 
11. Thirt7-tour teachers gave no answer to the question pertain­
ing to the preparation for use of records and radio. 
Seventeen reported that they prepare themselves b)" listen­
ing to the record or program before class, while sixteen 
reported that they used a manual or guide. 
12. The chief preparation that the students had prior to the 
use or audio-visual aids was instruction to "listen" or 
•aok" for information. A few teachers required libr&rT 
assigmaents prior to the use or audio-visual aids. 
13. The most frequent ways in which audio-visual aids were used 
as a teaching device by those an-ring this question were 
(1)  to supplement information; (2 ) to introduce a subject; 
and ( 3) to swnmarize or revin. 
J.4. The tella.-up activities that took place most trequ.ent]J" 
atter sha1ring or films, .f'il.Jlstrips and slides were : di•­
cussion.s, eT&l.uations, test or quiz, individual or com­
mittee reports, and experiaents. Other activities that 
took place less frequently included making own slides, 
filas or !il:utrips, or seeing a film, slide or fillutrip 
similar to the one seen. 
A large per cent of the teachers did not answer the 
question pertaining to the tollOlf'-up activities for 
records or radio. The majority of' those that did reply' 
gave discussions or evaluations. Other teachers reported 
that they listened to other radio programs and records 
similar to the one heard or repeated the record that was 
presented. 
1,. Eighty-three per cent or the teachers did not answer the 
question perta1n1ng to the use or the recorder. Four or 
the teachers reporting having recorders available did not 
use them. 
• • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • 
' 
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Yeiser aade the :rolloring reeCIIDlendations :  
1 .  It is recanmended that homeJU.ld.ng teachers f'amiliarize 
themselves with audio-rleual. materials so that the7 aay­
use this new aid etteetiw�. 
2 . It is recollllended that hom•mog teachers do all that 
the7 can to promote better building facilities for 
audio-visual aids-such as making dark curtains or 
shades, or any other wa7 that might promote the use or 
these aids. 
3. It is recCIUlended that hom.emaking teachers do all the7 can 
to promote a better audi.o-visual program within the school 
ayatem. 
Teaching aethods change as our philcusopb,7 of education changes. 
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The teacher ot toda7 places •phasis on the social and personal develop­
m.ent of the individual; whereas, the teacher of' a few years ago was 
•phasising subject matter. The instruction is not considered an end 
within itself but rather a means which helps to develop on the part or 
pupils desirable habits, attitudes, appreciations and skills. 
It is illlportant that the teacher understands how learning takes 
place. His understanding influences the selection of' methods he emplo71 
in his teaching. 
The laboratory aethod, which involves aanipulating materials and 
aaking observations, was a step forward from the reading and listening 
that had so long taken place in the clas sroom. The use or the labora­
toey method resulted in more definite association between materials and 
concepts. 
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Visual aids, though not new as a teaching method, have taken many 
new forms and are more widely used in our schools of today. They help 
to enrich and Ti talize teaching and probably" have improved its 
eftectiveness. 
The value of the proble11 solving •thod and group work, which was 
recognized ::lli the 1946-49 progress rep ort ot the Battle Creek, 1fiehigan, 
Public Schools and the Horace Kann-Lincoln Institute or School Experi­
aentation, is today recognized by- leading educators throughout the 
count17. 
Newer teaching techniques, the sociodr•a, buzz session, anecdotal 
record, and the sociograph, have been found by- teachers to be effective. 
Pupils also enjoy original teaching techniques and devices . 
Class discussion has seemed to be a favored teaching method. 
Student reports, questionnaires, research papers, outside speakers, 
panel discussions, field trips, teacher-pupil planning and evaluation 
have seemed to be other effective teaching methods . 
It has been found that those teachers who ·were reared in a d•o­
cra't;ic home, who had been taught in democratic school situations, and 
who were allowed treedom. of choice with wise guidance while growing up 
were the ones who most frequently chose learner centered objectives and 
democratic methods ot teaching . 
CHAP!'ER III 
GENERAL ImSCRIPTION OF THE TEACHING SITUATION FOR 3$ HOME 
ECONCIHCS TEACHERS IN THE ROANOKE DISTRICT 
OF VIRGlNli, 1949-$0 
Teachers 
Training 
The 35 hane econom.ics teachers in the Roanoke District ot Virginia 
in 1949-.SO, with the exception of one, had canpleted four years or 
college training and held the degree ot Bachelor or Science . Two had 
completed the work for the Master's degree (Table I). The percentage ot 
qualified ho:rae econcaics teachers may have been considered high in view 
of the tact that or 16,418 white teachers in Virginia in 1949-SO, only 
$8.l per cent held a baccalaureate or higher degree.1 However, these 
home economies teachers were employed to teach in high schools where 
teachers are :more likel7 to be required to hold a Bachelor of Science 
degree or its equivalent . 
ill except two of the 3.S home economics teachers reporting held 
special certificates which qualified them tor teaching in vocational 
schools and classes (Table I) . 
1Blllletin, State Board of Education, Annual Re?ort of the Super­intendent of Public Instruction ot the Commonwealth o Virg'fn!i; !ciiooI 
Year l949-W (Ricliiiond: Commonwealth'ot Virginia, Div'ision of Purchase 
and Printing, Sept•ber 1950) ,  Vol. XXXIII, No • .3, p. 15.3 . 
TABLE I 
SUJDU.RY OF FOmu.L TRAINING, IE1RS EXPERIENCE TEA.CHING HClfE 
Ex;ONCIIICS, JND RATING OF 3S HCXE ECONOl4ICS TEACHERS IN 
THE ROANOKE DISTRICT OF VIRGINIA., 1949-$0 
Training, Experience and 
Rating 
Delree Held one 
B • .A.. 
B. S .  
M. A .  
)(.  s .  
Hold Vocational Certificate 
• •• 
Yes 
Yeara or Teaching Home 
EconCllics 
o - 2 
3 - s 
6 - 9 
10 - 1S 
16 - 2s 






Number Per Cent 
l 2 .9 
l 2 .9 
31 88 .6 
l 2 .9 
l 2 .9 
2 , . 1  
33 94 .3 
9 2, .7 
11' 40.0 
6 17.l 
3 8 .6 
3 8 .6 
0 o.o 
2 s . 1  
19 S4 .J 





The turno"Yer among haae econanics teachers in the nation has been 
considered musually high, but only 26 per cent of the home economics 
teachers who participated in thie study had taught less than three years 
(Table I ). This was a somewhat smaller number than was reported in the 
study of Fact.ors Affecting the Satisfactions or Home EconOllics Teachers 
in 1948 . 2 The teachers in the Roanoke District, then., tended to be a 
more experienced group than might have been expected. On the other 
hand., there were only half ae many in the Roanoke group with ten or more 
years of teaching experience as in the nation as a whole in 1948 . 3 
Since three-fourths of the Roanoke group had taught more than 
three years but less than one-fifth had taught ten ,-eare or more, it 
might be assumed that the teachers had the advantage of having had 
fairly recent training. It may have helped to account for the fact that 
so few or the teachers held a Master's degree. 
Rating 
Since 1944 ., all hoae econmics teachers in Virginia have been 
rated each year. Their ratings are based on evaluative criteria which 
were worked out b7 a represent•tive group of home economics teachers and 
the entire home economics supervisory stat:r of Virginia. These criteria 
2A.VA. Research Bulletin No . 3, Factors .lf'fecting the Satisfactions 
of Home Economics Teacher• (Washington., D. c .  a CaudttHon Research 
and-isliblications, lmerican Vocational Association, Inc • ., Kay 1948) ., p .  9S . 
3Loc . cit. 
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are used by administrators , _ teachers , auperTisors and others concerned 
as a guide for program planning and program evalu.tion. The7 pertain to 
the extent to which the hODle econOJlics teacher i8 aald.ng the program a 
comprehensive one; the extent to which the prograa is planned on the 
basie of needs of indi rlduals and families in the eommuni t7; techniques 
the teacher uses in guiding the growth and development or pupils in 
intormation, ederstu.ding, appreciation and skills ; program and accm­
plialmenta of the Future Homeaakers ' Chapter J 1'iae use of time ; efforts 
to :btproft and use space , equipment, reference and illustratiw materials ; 
efforts to keep an efficient, attractive department; and the prmptness 
with which the teacher I s work is done and reports subai tted to the proper 
persons . 
At the end of the school year, an evaluation conference is held 
at each school nth each teacher, principal, aupeniaor and a011.etim.es 
the superintendent and/or the director of instruction participating . An 
oftr-all rating is then decided upon for the home economics teacher . J.t 
the end of the school year 1949-SO, 19 of the teachers were rated as 
average . OnJ.y two were rated as fair; nine were rated as good; fi w were 
rated as excellent (Table I) • The ratinga arri Ted at through these 
conferences were used in this stu.d;y. 
Considering the professional training of the teachers and the 
number of years they had taught in relation to the rating t.he7 recei wd, 
it 110uld seem that more teachers aight haw been expected to rate above 
average . This 110uld seem to indicate a need for ·strengthening the 
in-service teacher education program. On the other hand, it may have 
been an indication of very high standards of rating. 
Departments and Equipment 
!lE!_ or Departaent 
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The 3; hane eeoncmies teachers reporting £or this study taught in 
33 departments . Twenty-one of the teachers taught in home econcnics 
cottages having a living room, dining room, kitchen, bedroom and bath. 
The other 14 teachers taught in departments, ranging from one to five 
rooms in mnber, wi. thin the main school building (Table II ) • The type 
or department within itself would seem to have had little or no effect 
on the job done by the teacher though the space and equipment which we 
shall discuss next, would seem to have had a very decided effect. 
Rating � Space � Equipment 
The same procedure was followed in rating the space and equipment 
or homemaking departments as was used in the rating of teachers. (See 
section on teacher rating. ) Twent;y-eix of the 33 departaents rated 
average or above (Table II ). This meant that the departments were not 
only adequate in space tor the number of hane econom.ics pupils being 
taught but that they were also equipped for providing experiences in 
almost all areas of home living. For the most part, the equipment for 
providing experiences in the areas of food and clothing was adequate. 
Equipment for teaching first aid, home care of the sick, child care, and 
TABLE II 
SUDARY OF THE TIP� AND SPACE AND �UIP.IIENT RA.TDlOS OF 
THE 33 HOME ECONOIIICS DEPARTMENTS IR WHICH 3S TEACHERS 
IN THE ROANOKE DI.sTRICT OF VIRGINIA TAUGHT, 1949-SO 
Space and Equipment 
!7a• ot Daparillen.t 
. ottaie 
Departaen t in Kain 
School Bail.ding 






















*Three teacher• taught in one of the departments within 
the main school building. The departaent in which the:, taught 
was rated average . 
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home laundering was not always adequate. However, the equipment for the 
33 ho• econanics departaents seemed to be much more nearly adequate 
than that ot the departments throughout the Uni"ted States in 1948.4 
It was found in the stl.1.dy of Factors Affecting the Satisfactions 
of Heme Econanics Teachers that s 
Those teachers in departmenta equipped for teaching all 
phases ot hoae economics had significanU;r higher job satisfac­
tion scores than those who had less CCIDplete equipment such as 
that f'or teaching foods and/or clothing only. 
• • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • 
It was aurprising to find over 50 per cent or the teach-
ers reporting their departments were equipped £or teaching only 
foods and/or clothing • • • •  It was not surprising that teach­
ers tended to be leas •atisf'ied w1 th teaching when the7 did not 
have equipment f'or teaching the various phases of thg subject 
and no illproTem.ent was be:fng made in the department.5 
Pupils 
The class groups included in the study tended to be heterogeneous . 
rather than homogeneous in .regard to age • .A. total of 80 clue groups 
was reported b7 the 35 teachers (Figure 1). The age range of pupils in 
any one class group was more likely to be from three to five years than 
from one to three years. There was an age range of four years in more 
than one-third ot the class groups. 
The age range or the pupils in the first year of the Tocational. 
home econanics progr• (first year of high school) was 12 through 18 years 
41vA Research Bulletin, �· cit., p .  11. 
Sn,id., pp. 10-11. 
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with a median age of lS and an average age or 14. 23 tor the group. The 
age range for second year pupils was 14 through 20 w1 th a median age of 
16 and an aTerage age of 16.22. In the third year, the age range of the 
pupils was 14 through 20 with a median age of 17 and an average age of 
16. 71 (Figure l) . 
Fourteen is the age at which pupil• may enroll in vocational home 
econoaics ; however , if the majority in a class we� 14, other pupils in 
that year of high school were also allmred to enroll. The average age 
of the first year home econanics pupils was only slightly above 14. The 
average age of the second year pupil• was one year higher than might have 
been expected. This may have been due to the fact that pupils often fail 
to take the first, eecond, and third years of' their home economics work 
in consecutive years. The average age of the third year girls seemed to 
be consis'tent with what lllight have been expected; honver, it is usually­
true that a much smaller number of girls take hom.e econanics for the 
third year than take it for their first or second year . 
The age range of the hane economics pupils _reported in this study 
was consistent with the age-grade distribution for Virginia during the 
school year 1949-SO. Decidedly the larger n.lDlber of first year pupils in 
the State were 14 years or age; second year pupils, 15 years of age ; and 
third year pupils, 16 years ot age .6 
6i3uiietin, State Board of Edueati�n, �· �. ,  p. 300 . 
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Socio-Econaaic Level 
The ujority of home economics pupils reported on in all three 
years of the homemaking course came large:q within three of the socio­
economic levels : !armers (owners and tenants ), factory and building 
construction laborers, and semi-skilled workers in manufacturing (Table III ). 
The J1&jorit7 of the male white employed workers in both the United States 
and Virginia in 1940, came within the tollowiag groups: semi-skilled 
workers, farmers {owners and tenants), skilled workers and foremen, and 
clerks and kindred workers. 7 The. percentage or parents eaployed as 
skilled workers and foremen, and clerks and kindred workers was higher 
tor workers or the State and the United States than ror the fathers or 
the home economics pupils in the Roanoke District ot Yirgin.ia. 
That the socio-economic status or the rami:cy- may be sanewhat 
related to the progress pupils make in school is borne out by a study 
made by Br\Dlller .8 He round : 
• • •  that the proportion or children who are retarded de­
creases as the economic status ot their families, measured by 
rental paid, increases • Conversely, the higher the rental the 
higher the proportion or children who are accelerated. 
While it was not poseible to determine the rental paid by · the families 
of these pupils, occupation is generally- conceded to be a determining 
7Dr. ilba M. Edwards, Sixteenth Census or the United States: 
1940 Po
t
ulation, Comparative Occupation Statistics tor the United States, 
IS75'-19 0 (Washington, D. C. , United States Government �inting Office, 
1943), p .  198. 
8Ed.und DeS . Brunner, "Educational Attainment and Econanic 
Status , "  Teachers College Record, 49: 242-h9, January 1948. 
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TABLE III 
SOCIO-ECONCl(IC LEVELS OF HOME ECON()(ICS PUPII.S IN 35 SCHOOLS 
IN THE ROANOKE DISTRICT OF VIBGDIIA, 1949-SO 
First Year Second Year Third Year 
( 500 >upils ) (282 pupils ) (344 >upils ) 
Per Per Per 
Socio-Economic Groups Ho . Cent Ho. Cent No . Cent 
Protessional persona · 9  1.8 6 · 2 .1 6 1 .7  
Proprietors, aanagers and 223 44.6 lll 39 .k 133 38 . 7  
otticiala : 
Farmers (owners, tenants ) 181 36 .2 100 35 .S lll 32 .3 
Wholesale and retail 29 S.B 7 2 .s 16 4 . 7  
dealers 
Other proprietors , 13 2 .6 k l.k 6 1. 7  
managers and ofticial.8 
Clerks and kindred workers 1S 3.0 7 2 .5 20 , .a 
Skilled workers and foremen 25 s.o 17 6.o 39 ll.3 
Semi-skilled workers : 70 14.0 49 17.4 34 9 .9 
Semi-skilled workers in 69 13 .8  48 17.0 34 9.9 
unufacturing 
Other aenrl.-sld.lled l 0 .2 1 o .h 0 o.o 
workers 
Unskilled workers : 138 27.6 86 30.s 101 29 .k 
Farm laborers 0 o .o . 0 o .o 0 o .o 
Factory and building ll$ 23.0 6$ 23.1 72 20 .9 
construction laborers 
Other laborers 23 4.6 21 1.s 29 8 .k 
Servant classes 0 o .o ' 0 o.o 0 , o .o 
Not employed 6 1.2 2 0. 1  1 0 .3 
Deceased 14 2 .8 4 1.1' 10 2 .9 
' I 
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factor in the amount or aoney available for housing the .f'aily. Hence, 
the majority of pupils in this study- might have been expected to be in 
the average income bracket. 
Intelligence Quotient 
Weachler9 says :  
Intelligence is the aggregate or global capacity- of the 
individual to act purpose�, to think rationall.7 and to deal 
effectiTel1° with his enviromnent. 
The most universall.7 used of all indices of intelligence is the 
intelligence quotient (I.Q. ) which is generalq calculated by dividing 
a person ' s  mental age (K .A. ) by his chronological age (C .A. ) .  
The Intelligence Quotient (I .Q. ) , being a ratio, and 
fairly constant, indicates the degree· or ability that the 
individual. has in eoaparison with others or his age. It is 
a convenient measure tor use in considering the relative 
ability- of a person in relation to the average (indicated bJ' 
I .Q. 100). 
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 
However, measures of capacity- or intelligence should 
never be used al.one, but should be considered in relation to 
other factors . One should not attempt to predict individual 
achievement from mental test data alone • • •  10 
According to established norms , the median ninth grade I.Q. ia 
101.S; the median tenth grade I .Q. is 103 .0; the median eleventh grade 
I.Q. is 104.o .ll The median I.Q. range for the haae economics pupils 
9David Wesehler , Keasur•ent of Adult Intelligence (Baltimore a 
Williams and Wilkins Company, 1944, Tiifrd Edition), p. 3. 
lOpercentile and Decile Norms . tor use with Caliromia Test of 
Mental Maturity, New California Short-Form Test or Mental Maturity", 
California Capacit7 Questionnaire. 
11n,1d., p. 11. 
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reported on in all three years in this study was 90-99 (Table IV). This 
fell from five to 14 points below the percentile and decile norms, and 
fell into the low average classiti�ation. Cml.y" 35 per cent or the 
typical population are included in this claasification .12 
The intelligence quotient range tor the pupils reported on ranged 
from below 70 ( very inferior ) to 130 and over ( very superior) . Not more 
than 1 .4  per cent or the pupils in any one year ot the course fell into 
the nry interior classification . 
The correlation or relationship between aeasurements of 
intelligence and acad•ic success is tar from perfect; in some 
subjects it is only 25 to 30 percent better than chance . il­
though students with higher I .Q. • s  will in general do better 
than those with lower I .Q. 's, if they are about the sane age, 
the teacher should always remember that other tactors such as 
health, pren.ousl.7 learned study habits, opportunity·, persist­
ence, enoovapaent, and the like plq a large part in achieve­
aent.13 
J.cadaaic Achievement 
The largest percentage or home economics pupils in all three 
years came within the group who achieved an average grade of 80 to 89 in 
all courses . This was likswise true for the pupils' averages in home 
econQllics • .&. higher percentage of the pupils achieved an average of 
90 to 100 in home econOlllics than came within this same average range for 
all courses. The percentage of pupils who averaged below 70 was lower 
for home econond.cs than for all courses (Table V). 
12�., p .  5 . 
131bid., p .  6. 
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TABLE IV 
IBTELLIDENCE QUOTIENTS OF HOME OOONOIIICS PUPILS IN 3$ SCHOOLS 
IN THE ROBOKE DISTRICT OF VIRGINIA, 1949-$0 
First Year Second Year Third Year 
(500 pupils ) ( 282 pupils ) ( 3u4 )uPils )  
I .  Q .  Teat Results Per Per Per 
of . Pupils lo . Cant No . Cent No . Cent 
40 - 49 0 o.o 0 o.o 1 0.3 
so - S9 1 0.2 0 o.o 0 o.o 
6o - 69 5 1.0 4 1.4 2 o .6 
70 - 19 26 s .2 10 3 .6 13 3.8 
80 - 89 77 15.4 50 17.7  52 1;.1 
90 - 99 99 19 .8 80 28 .k 9S 27.6 
100 - 109 9$ 19 .0 62 21 .9 54 15 .7  
110 - 119 31 6.2 ll 3 .9 1k 4.l 
120 - 129 4 o.s 0 o .o l 0.3 
130 - 139 1 0.2 0 o.o 0 o.o 















ACADEMIC STAHDINO OF HOME ECON())(ICS PUPILS IN 3S SCHOOLS 
IN THE ROANOKE DISTRICT OF VIRGINU, 1949-$0 
Summary ot .lcad•ic Stanciiruc 
. .  . . . . . . . .  . ' . 
Average in All Courses Average in Home Economics 
- 69 70 - 79 Bo - 89 90 - 100 
Per Per Per Per 
No . Cent No . Cent No . Cent No . Cent 
26 s.2 146 29.2 226 4S .2 102 20.4 
4 1.4 . SB 20 .6 136 48.2 84 29.8 
6 1.8 88 ' 2S .6 16o 46 .S 90 26.2 
. .  
- 69 70 - 79 
Per Per 
No . Cent No . Cent 
18 3 .6 107 21.4 
2 0 . 1  40 J.4.2 
0 o.o 41 11.9 
. ' 








. . . 
48.8 
4S . 7 
48.8  













The difference between the grade average for ho.me economics and 
the grade average tor all courses may have been due to home econOJlli.cs 
being an elective nbject . It is generally conceded that interest is a 
powertu.l motivating factor and it seems reasonable to assume that stu­
dents who elect a subject are especially interested in the subject . 
The training, years of experience, and rating of the teachers 
together with rating• indicating that the home ec onoaics departments 
seeaed to be relatively well equipped would seem to indicate that a 
rather effective job of teaching might be done in the Roanoke District 
or Virginia . 
The pupils whom the teachers taught were "'18ey' near the average 
age-grade distribution for the State. The socio-economic status of the 
taailies might be considered near the average. The I .Q .  average of the 
pupils seemed to be a little below national norms; hCJ1rever, since the 
I.Q. tests given were not specified, and different I .Q. test scores do 
vary, the writer aay not have made a just comparison. The acad•ic 
achieftllent or the pupils studied seemed to indicate that the7 were 
progressing normally. 
CHAP!'ER IV 
DlTERPRETJ.TION OF THE OBJEx:TIVFS OF THE VOCATIONAL HCltE ECONCJIICS 
PROGRA14S .lS REPORTED BI 3S TEACHERS IN THE ROANOKE 
DISTRICT OF VIRGlNli, 1949-SO 
General Over-ill Objectives of Hane Econanics 
The seven aims of education as stated by the Commiasion on 
Reorganization of Secondary Education of the National Education Associa­
tion in 1918 were: (1) use or fundanental processes, (2) citizenship, 
(3 ) use or leisure time, (4) ethical character, (S ) health, (6) worthy 
home membership and (7) vocational efficiency • 
• • • wortb7 home J191lbership as a goal or education has been 
very widely accepted. With this latter goal home-econcmics 
education is eapecialq concemed though it aleo contributes 
to better health, to citizenship, to use of leisure time, the 
development or character, and to earning one ' s  living. 
• • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • 
The best thought in general education today looks upon 
home economics as education tor hane and .taily lite. Like­
wise the best thinker� in the field c°!aider homemaking education as education in home living . 
In another publication,2 it is stated that: 
• • •  home and family lirlng is used • • •  to designate that 
part of a total education llhich equips individuals tor 
lvaude Williamson and Kar,- �le, HcmemakinJ Educatioo in the � 
School (Bew York: D • .Appleton-Century Coapany, 1 4l), p. jj. - -
2Federal Security Agency--U. s. Office of Education, Vocational 
Education in the Years Ahead (Washington, D. c . i United States Government 
Printing Ollice, �' p .  191. 
effective mellbership in the tai,4 so that each contributes 
to home and co11D.unit7 life according to his capacit7. 
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The 3$ . hOllle econ<1nics teachers in the Roanoke District of Virginia 
reported their general over-all objectives of heme economics for the year 
of 1949-50 (Table VI) . Some or the teachers reported only one objective; 
however, many of them reported two or more objectives . 
The objective, "To help girls become better prepared to prCJDote 
good home and cC11111unit7 lite", was reported 22 times and, therefore ., 
constituted 31.4 per cent of the total nmber of objectives reported. 
Thin7-tour ot the other 48 objectives were stated in terms of helping 
the pupil to becane an individual equipped tor 1r0rtby- home membership . 
On:cy- 14 of the objectives were stated in such general terms that they 
may not have been interpreted as applying directly' to homemaking; how­
ever ., they did apply to the developaent of the individual personalit7 
which is after all the baais for worthy home membership . 
In view of these findings, it seems that the haaeaald.ng teachers 
in the Roanoke District or Virginia had set up for their programs objec­
tives which, for the most part, were well in line with the best thinking 
in both general education and vocational education today. 
Objectives in Four .Areas of Hane Economics 
H01181laking education, as general.17 conceived., is concerned with 
helping the individual lift ·a more useful and aatistying personal and 
family lite . It is, therefore ., iaportant that the homemaking program be 
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TABLE VI 
SUIOIARY OF GENERAL OVER-ALL OBJECTIVES IN HOME iXJONCllICS JS 
REPORTED BY 3.5 TEACHERS IN THE ROANOKE 














DISTRICT OF VIRGIHli, 1949-50 
Objectivea Reported 
To help girls become better prepared to promote 
good home and communit7 life 
To help girls acquire kncnrledge and develop skille 
necessary to carry out homemaking r8f4)011Sibilities 
To help girls develop an interest in and an 
appreciation for hOlllemaking 
To help girls raise their standards and ideals 
To help girls denlop well rounded personalities in 
order that they may be worthy home and cCIID!lunit7 
members 
To help girls become willing to accept reaponsibil� 
. itt in the home 
To help girls aeet their needs 
To help girls recognise their needs 
To help girls become interested in seeking in!orma­
tion they need 
To help girls develop pride and confidence in them­
selves and their ability to ma.lee contributions to 
good £aail7 living 
To help girls develop a respect for the sacredness 
. ot parenthood 
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tadly centered. Though the home, school and community- should work 
cooperativel1" in helping 1Ddividuals develop desirable personalit7 
traits, it must be recognized that the home is the most influential 
f'orce in the dewlopaent o:t the individual. The hOllle econan.ics teacher 
especiall7 should deal with the adolescent as a aember of the f'amily 
group . She should have some understanding· or haw the pupil flmctions in 
!•il7 living and what f•ily 11 Ting means to the pupil . The extent to 
which any individual attains a satistying personal and family life is 
dependent to a considerable degree upon the kind or personality he 
develops . 
Personal.ity developaent is now regarded as being dependent upon 
the marmer in which, and the degree to which, one is able to meet the 
developmental tasks of lif'e . 
A developmental task is a task which arises at or about 
a certain period in the life of the indiv.:Ldual, successful 
achieve•nt of which leads to his happiness and to success with 
later tasks, while failure leads to unhappiness in the indi­
vidual
j 
disapproval. by the society, and difficulty with later 
tasks . 
Han.ghurat outlines the following nine developmental tasks as 
being signif'icant at the adolescent atage a 
1 .  Accepting one • s physique and accepting a masculine or 
feminine role. 
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 
2 .  New relations with age ..... tea or both sexes . 
• • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • 
3aobert J. Haviglwrst, Devel
m;'
t.al Tasks � Education (Chicago : 
The University of Chicago Presa , l9 , p • .34. 
3 .  •otional independence of parents and other adults • 
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 
4.  .lchierlng assurance ot econanic independence.  
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 
5.  Selecting and preparing tor an occupation . 
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 
6. Developing intellectual skills and concepts necessary for 
civic canpetence . 
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 
7. Desiring and achierlng socially' reaponsible behavior . 
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 
8 .  Preparing tor marriage and f•il.7 lite . 
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 
9.  Building conscious values ip harmony with an adequate 
scientific ll'orld picture .� 
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Objectives in the area or home econanics , then, should be directed ton.rd 
helping pupils achieve these developmental tasks . 
This study was concerned primaril7 with the kind and variety of 
methods of instruction used by a group of home econanics teachers . It 
was important to find _out first, then, what teachers and pupils were 
trying to acccapliah. 
The apecific objectives in the tour areas of hane economics 
selected £or study as reported by 35 home eeoncmics teachers in the 
Roanoke District of Virginia, 1949-SO, were SUJIDD8rized in Table VII. As 
will be noted from this table not all of the 35 home econanics teachers 
reported on all of the work in eftry area. The teachers making the 
study were at liberty to report on their first, second, and/or third 
7ear classes • work in all of the areas of work ll'hich the pupils took 
during the school session of 1949-50. !he writer felt that this free 
response method of reporting would give an adequate sampling or the work 
It.Ibid., pp . 30-63 • 
TABLE VII 
SUMMARY OF OBJECTIVES IN FO UR AREAS OF HOME ECONOMICS .AS REPORTED BY 3.5 TEACHERS 
Teachers Number of Objectives Reported re 
Reporting To learn: 











_____ Pe�r,__ ___ �P:r-e_r ______ P_e_r___ -- �--i 
Home Econoaics No . Cent No . Cent :No .  Cent No . Cent No . Cent No . Cent No . C ·---­-------------------------, 
Prevention Rules of SymptOJIS Health Finan< 
Standards ot Accidents Sanitation of Disease Services _!!eor1 
Health I 13 37 .1 24 ,58.,5 4 9.8 4 9.8 6 14.6 2 4 .9 0 
II 9 2.5 . 7  6 42.9 1 7 .1 0 O .O 3 21 .4 2 l.4.3 0 
III 2 .5 . 7  1 25 .0 0 0.0 0 O .O 1 25.0 0 O .O 1 2 
Correct 
Menu Food Meal Table Food Use and 
Planninl,__ Preparation Service Manners Preservation �u:i 
Food I 16 4.5 . 7 10 ll.,5 23 26. 4  . 17 19..5 .5 ,5.8 1 1 .2 1 
II 11 31.k 10 19.6 14 27 • .5 8 1,5.7 0 O .O 1 2.0 1 




Care of Use, Care of Repair and Clotb 
Construction Selection Clothing Equipment Remodeling Need 
Clothing I 16 4.5. 7 19 24 .4 24 30 .8 1 11 J.k.1 7 9.0 4 ,5.1 4 
II 14 40.0 18 27.3 8 12.1 , 16 24.2 3 4.5 6 9.1 4 
III 7 20.0 12 34.3 7 20.0 ' 8 22 ._, 1 2 .9 3 8 .6 2 
Recognition of Importance 
Individual of Good Home 
Differences Relations imagement 
Famil.7 Relations I 6 17 .l  4 28 .6 1 7 .1 0 o.o 
II 7 20.0 .5 31 .3 2 12 .5  0 O.O 
III 14 40. 0 5 12 • 2 1 2 .4 3 7 .4 
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TABLE VII 
I REPORTED BY 3.5 TEACHERS IN THE ROANOKE DISTRICT OF VIRGINIA, 1949-SO 
of ObJeo'tifta B.a;eoned fer Speoitie Ar-
, .... . lfo daftl.!J! &-� - - -
Total Number 
hr Per hr 
,. ' E"' 
Per Per Objectives Per 
No. Cent No. Cent No. Cent No. Cent Ho. Cent No. Cent No. Cent for the Year 
Health Financial Career Rules or Mental 
Services Importance Interest First Aid Health 
2 4.9 0 o.o 0 o .o 0 o .o l 2 .4 kl 
2 14.3 0 o.o 0 o.o 1 7.1 l 7.1 14 
0 o.o 1 2s.o 1 2s.o • ,.o "··· 0 o.o 4 
Food Use and Care Food I Food Good Work Desirable Preservation of !9iuipaent EconOQ Habits Habits Attitudes 
l 1.2 1 1.2 0 o .o I 24 27.6 , , . 1  1 1.2 87 
l 2 .0 l 2 .0 , 9.8 I 10 19.6 2 3.9 0 o.o 51 
3 �-· l _2 ._0_ ' 12.0 l • I 1-.0 , •  a.o 1 2.0 ,o 
Repair and Clothing Clothing I Good Work Clothing 
Remodeling Needs Economy ! Habit.a �reciation 
I 
h ,.1 4 ,.1 l 1.3 7 9.0 1 l.J 78 
9.1 4 6.1 6 9.1 4 6.1 l 1., 66 
3 a ., 2 s.1 1 2.9 I SIOJ 0 o.o 1 2 .9 3.5 I 
Appreciation 
llbrthy Hane or Faily-
M!!bershi;e Life 
8 .57 .1 l 7.1 
8 ,o.o l 6.3 16 
29 70. 7 3 7.4 41 
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in the cH:,•trict in order tor her to study the teaching methods emplo,-ed 
by the instructors. 
J. course ot study tor hanemaking education in Virginia public 
schools was developed by hane econ011ics teachers and supervisors in the 
State in 1943 and has been used by" the teachers as a guide tor program 
planning. Thia course ot study was predicated upon problus which were 
tound to be canmon to a large number or individuals and families in the 
State; it sets up sane possible objectives, pupil e:xperiences and 
references, and gives some evidences or pupil growth which might be 
expected as a result or the pupils I work on the problems. 
In a discussion on how the teachers should use this course o:t 
atu.dy, the following statements are made 2 
Selection or the general problella and the specific prob­
leme on which 110rk will be centered should be goTerned by the 
needs or pupils as recognized by" the teacher and by them . Scae 
ways by which these needs may be determined are a 
Group discussion ot home responsibilities which the pupil 
assumes 
Teacher and pupil analysis ot the pupil's adjustment to 
home, school and commllllity lire 
Discussion of pupil needs with parent• 
Simple ·surveys made by teachers and pupils of living prac-
tices in the home and the coJD11unit7 
Teacher observation ot pupil behavior at school and at home 
Teac her observation of home living practices 
Examination or studies made or State and National living 
practice,s 
Examination of this course or atudy which is developed 
arotmd recognised probl81ls of individuals and .tamiliee.' 
>state Board or Ed�ation, A Courae or St,"1!: tor H� Educa­tion in Virginia Public Schools (liehaond, "lrrg a:Divlsion o 
Purchaie and Printing, January 1943),  p. l 7 .  
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The 35 hollleDlaking teachers who participated in this s tudy planned their 
programs of work tollorlng the suggestions given in ·the course of study. 
This chapter is concerned with the relationship ot the objectives 
reported to the nine developmental tasks :mentioned earlier. 
Accepting One ' s _ Pbysique !!!!! Accepting ! Masculine � Feminine Role 
In stu�g the teacher-pupil objectives or the homemaking program 
in the Roanoke District or Virginia, it was round that a number or the 
teachers reported having placed direct emphasis upon health . This 
aphasia was more likely to be given during the first year of the program 
than during the second or third year. Emphasis , regardless or the year 
in which health problems were studied, tended to be concentrated upon 
health standards . This emphasis seems to be consistent with Havighurst' s  
statement : 
Since we teach boys and girls to evaluate themselves 
so largely on the basis or their physical development, we must 
expect this to be a so urce of interest, pride, assurance, 
doubt, worry, or in.feriorit7-teeling depending upon the acci­
dent of 
6 
the individual I s particular physique and pattern of 
growth. 
There is considerable evidence that girls , during their early" 
adolescence, are vitally concerned about the normality of their physical 
development. It would se•, then, that work on proble•s of mental health 
and happiness. would be iaportant. This objective, mental heal.th, was 
mentioned only" once in each or the first and second years . Consideration 
of this fact would lead one to wonder whether the girls are exceptionally 
6iiarlghurn, !!E.• cit. , p . 32 . 
well adjusted eaotionally' or whether sufficiently extensive attempts 
have been made to discover the emotional needs of the students . 
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Girls who were taught b7 the 3S teachers who participated in this 
study were given opportl1Dities to recognize their health needs and to 
plan experiences which would assist them in meeting these needs .  Experi­
ences were provided in the areas of health, food, and clothing not only 
to help girls solve rltal health problems but also to help them recognize 
the illportance of health in relation to various phases of hane living. 
!!! Relations with Age-Kates of � Sexes 
In considering the developmental task, newr relation with age­
mates of both sexes , it becomes necessary for us to consider some 
adolescent characteristics . · 
From the age or 13 or 14., most boy• and girls are pre­
occupied with social activities and social experimentation . 
This is their most :flllportant business . They make the school 
their social laboratory. Within their own sex they learn to 
behave as adulte among adults : to organize their athletics 
and social activities ,  to choose their leaders , and to create 
on a small scale the society ot their elders . 
With the other sex they learn the adult social skills , 
how to converse, to dance, and to play social games . As they 
beco• older they become sld.lltu.l enough to drop out of the 
large , mixed pla7-group which is characteristic of ages 14 to 
16, and to form foursomes and twosomes for a more intimate 
kind of comradeship, leading to courtship and marriage . 
The most potent single influence during the adolescent 
7ears is the power of group approTal. The youth becomes a 
slave to the conventions of' his age-group . He aust wear only' 
the clothes that are worn by others ,  follow the same hair 
style, and use the same slang. Yet this conformity seems 
limited to the externals of' life .  In their inner lite., 
adolescent boys and girls are 'till indirtduals , and sometimes 
individualistic to an extreme . 
7Ibid . ,  p .  34 . 
so 
The 35 teachers who participated in this study' reported objectives 
on clothing selection throughout the three years of the home economics 
program . .ll.Jaost one-third of the objectives reported in the first year 
of clothing were related to clothing selection (Table VII) . It is 
characteristic of the adolescent girl to wish to dress in a manner 
acceptable to her group and to like to be comfortable and happy in the 
clothing she wears . 
imotional Independence of Parents and Other Adults 
The task of becoaing eaotional.17 independent of parents and other 
adults is one that is t.requentq difficult for both parents and children . 
Parents want to see their children mature norully, and at the same time, 
have a reluctant feeling toward their approaching independence . Adoles­
cents want to appear more adult-like, more independent, and yet like the 
security- which their home and parents prori.de . illlost one-third 
(28 .6 per cent) or the teachers reporting in the first year, approrl­
aately one-third (31.3 per cent) of the teachers reporting in the second 
year, and one-eighth (12 .2 per cent) of those reporting in the third 
year of the course gave objectives related to helping pupils understand 
themselves and other members of their families as individuals (Table VII) . 
Onl.J' b7 recognising the individual worth of each person and by realizing 
that regardless of age all individuals have certain basic needs which 
must be met can students work on a sound basis in promoting a happy and 
wholes011e hme life . 
The largest naber of objectives reported by teachers in all 
three years of the holl8Jlaldng course was directed toward the development 
or oneself as a worthy home :member : 57.1 per cent in first year, 
50.0 per cent in second -,ear, 70 .  7 per cent in third year (Table VII) . 
Girls in the third -,ear or the hoaemaldng course were more interested in 
their role in their own future home , and in learning how to manage a 
home of their own .  
Achieving Assurance 2£ Econcaic I.ndependence � Selecting � Preparing 
for !:!! Occupation 
Achieving assurance or eeoncnic independence is a task that may 
have at one time been considered primari� for boys; however, most of us 
realize that it is of increasing impori;ance to girls . 
A limited home economics education can prepare one for 
DL&ny occupations . There is homemalcing, r or example, which 
though non-wage earning, makes a contribution of real iapor­
tance to the individual, the family, and the COJID'llunity. 
Hom•aking demands a wide variety of skills . The home­
maker must have the abili t;;r to create a comfortable, useful 
home . She aust be able to work with her husband in establish­
ing wholesome parent-child relationships . She must have the 
skill to plan and serve well-balanced, attractive meals and 
to entertain gracioual.7. She :must be a eoapetent purchasing 
agent . 
There is also a variety or wage-earning opportunities 
to 'Which a lind. ted home economics training makes some contri­
bution . For some of these1 home econcnics gives preparation 
for part of the job by dewloping apecial skills . For others 
it serves to make the individual more employable by helping 
her with personal appearance ,  health, and money m.anag•ent. 
Emplo,ment opportunities !or which individual instruc­
tion in the high school home economies department might be 
suitable include : preparing specific .foods such as pies , 
cakes , cookies , lunch boxes, canned fruits or vegetables on a 
small-order scale; planning, preparing, and serving guest 
aeals in homes in the coaaunit7; managing a tourist house ;  
working in a small restaurant, grocery, or bakeey; repairing 
and renon.ting c13thes on a small-order scale; constructing 
clothes to order . 
Girls who live in S1Rall comm.unities may also be given 
preparation through high school home econcnics for work in a 
store, selling clothing, or altering clothing in a dress shop . 
1'any" opportunities for •plo111ent in the care of children mq 
be developed for those who have had work in child developnent . 
Girls who are trained to good work in home care will find 
•ploJJ19nt opportunities in •oat commmitiea . 
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 
Home econanics courses sometimes serve as preparation 
tor occupations requiring some home economics understandings 
and skills . 
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 
Many opport\Dlities for eaployaent are open to the college­
trained home economist .9 
It seems to become our responsibilit7, then, to acquaint girl.a with 
career opportunities , and to encourage those who have interest and 
abilities necessary for various careers to continue their education . 
The teachers who reported seemed to be att•pting to give girls 
training tor the most important occupation of aaking a home . There is 
no evidence in the data collected to shOW' that teachers are helping 
girls to select and prepare specifically' for any other occupation in 
addition to that of hcnemaking .  
,2 
Developing Intellectual Skills !:!!!! Concepts Necessary for Civic Cspetence 
The . developmental task, denloping intellectual skills and con­
cept• necessar,- tor cirlc coapetence, may be on first consideration a 
8Jmerican Home Econcai.cs Association, 0pportW1ities in � 
Economics ('l'uhington, D .  c . ,  1949 ) ,  P •  8 . 
9�. , pp . 9-10 . 
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task which home econanics training does not help the adolescent to meet . 
However, if" we have recognized that we are helping to train adolescente 
tor worthy- home aembership and that worthy home membership is the basie 
tor good citizenship, we will see a close connection between the two. 
To have ci vie c0111petence, we should be aware or our community, 
its nature and its needs, . and we shou.ld know how to work with others in 
a democratic manner in order to help our comaunity meet these needs . 
Among th, teacher-pupil objectives reported were some few which seemed 
to indicate an awareness or the community: 
l. To learn how to prevent accidents in the home, school, and 
community-. 
2 .  To learn how to illlprove sanitation practices in home, school, 
and eonnunity. 
3 .  To learn to cooperate with health organizations in the 
school and comty in the promotion of good health for all. 
4. To become acquainted with government regulations concerning 
. our co11110dities. 
None of the afore-mentioned objectives were listed by more than 
four teachers . The reporting of so few objectives in this area would 
seem to indicate that very- little was done in our homemaking program to 
develop a sense ot community awareness on the part or the girls enrolled 
in home economics . Perhaps in an effort to make the homemaking program 
a taaily centered program, teachers are tending to overlook the place 
the family has in the community- and the relationship of various family 
members to the conmnmity or which they are a part. 
Teachers or vocational home econanics in the Roanoke District of 
Virginia seem to have endeavored to promote democratic beliefs and 
S4 
principles . The 3S teachers who participated · in this study reported 14 
teacher-pupil objectives which were directed toward helping adolescents 
recognize that people are individuals , and ae such, have indirldual 
differences .  Forty-tive objectives were related to the problem of bec011.­
ing a wortb1" home member. Four objectives which •phasized the importance 
of good relations were reported (Table VII) . 
When such aspects of civil ccnpetence as concepts or law, govern­
ment, econcrn.ics ,  politics , geography and social institutions are con­
sidered, one thinks of other courses which aid the adolescent in :meeting 
this particular deTelopmental task. However, when hum.an nature and the 
ability to work eff�etively with others are considered, hollelllaking is 
recognized for the iaportant part it plays in giving training to the 
adolescent so that he can meet this task .  
Desiring � Achieving Social.q Responsible Behavior 
There is little evidence in terms of the objectives stated tor 
the tour areas included in this study that much consideration is being 
given to this developaental task. Howe-ver, consideration has been given 
to the importance of good relations and to worthy home m•bership . Con­
sideration of personal traits and personal values , which go into the 
developMnt of worthy home membership, would seem to help the adolescent 
become more socially responsible . 
Preparing for Marriage and Family Life 
The goal or the dewlopmental task, preparing for marriage and 
:tadly life , as stated by Havighurst is "to develop a positive attitude 
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toward .t•ily life and having children; and (mainly for girls ) to get 
the kncnrledge necessary for hCDe management and child-rearing . •10 
Evidence or the recognition ot individual differences and worthy 
hae ll8lllbership was given through the teacher-pupil objectives reported. 
Jppro:xiJllatel.J" seven per cent of the objectives in each year or home eco­
nOllica were related to appreciation of f'amil.1' life. Seven per cent of 
the objectives in the third year ot the course were related to home 
aanagement as such (Table VII). The 7ounger girls seemed to help with 
home duties whereas the older girls seemed to ass1D11e some home management 
responsibilities . 
Building Conscious Values !!! Harmony � �  Adequate Scientif'ic � 
Picture 
Specific objectives which would help the adolescent meet the 
developmental task or building conscious values in harmony with an ade­
quate scientific world picture were not evident in those reported by the 
3S home economics teachers or the Roanoke Di.strict or Virginia. 
Banghurst11 says s 
The primary source ·of all values ia the tundamental 
physiological drive of the organism. This drive expresses 
itself first in desire for rood and warmth, later in desire 
for physical activit7 and for stimulation or certain zones or 
the body. These are the only values for an :mtant. ill later 
values are built upon them. 
lOHanglmrat,, �. cit., p.  53 • 
11lbid., p. 56. 
The prillary values are patterned and channeled into a 
host or derivative values by experience in the fanily and in 
the culture . This process of building up derivative values 
takes place through the agency of persons 'Who stand in special 
relations to the individual . 
The degree o! aatie.taction a girl received trom. the work she did, the 
reward of approTal given by the teacher and her clasenates , and the 
opport,md.ties she had for doing reasoning and reflective thinking may 
have done much to help her f'orm her values . 
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The best thinkers in general education and in the field of hoae­
making education toda7 look upon home econanies as education for home 
and f•ily life . Home and f'ai.17 living is used to designate that part 
of a total education which equips individuals for effective membership 
in the fa� so that each contributes to home and community life accord­
ing to his capacity. The writer felt that the general over-all objectives 
set up b7 the home economics teachers in the Roanoke District of Virginia 
were consi1tent with this thinking . 
Homemaking education, as generally conceived, is concerned with 
helping the individual live a more wsetlll and aatiaiy.lng personal and 
f'&llily lite . This entails knowing the girl individually in order to be 
able to help her develop her own personallt:,, and knowing her as a member 
of her family in order that the teacher may know the interactions of the 
f8lld.ly group and how the girl functions as a member or her faily. 
,1 
Personality development ia now re.garded as being dependent upon 
the manner in 'Which, and the degree to which, one ie able to meet the 
develop:mental tasks of life. Objectives in the area of home econanics , 
then, should be directed toward helping pupils achieve these develop­
mental tasks which Harlghuret lists as being s 
l.  Accepting one ' s  physique and accepting a masculine or feminine 
role . 
2 .  New relations with age-mates ot both sexes . 
3 . Baotional independence or parents and other adults. 
4. Achieving assurance of econanic independence. 
, • Selecting and preparing for an occupation . 
6 .  Developing intellectual skills and concepts necessary for civic 
cmapetence . 
7. Desiring and achienng aociall.y responsible behavior. 
8 .  Preparing for marriage and fani]3 life . 
9.  Building conscious val ues in haraony with an adequate scientific 
world picture . 
Some of the objectives as stated by teachers and pupils were 
directed toward helping the girls meet some or their health needs . How­
ever , most of these needs were of a physical nature . It was felt that 
work on problems or mental health and haa,piness would also be iaportant . 
Opportunities for meeting the developnental task of new relations 
with age-mates of both sexes were prorlded to some extent in the areas ot 
clothing and faaily relations . 
,a 
Objectives in the area of faily relations for the three years of 
the homeuk:1 ng program were directed toward the development of oneself 
as a worthy home aember; in the third year, they were directed also 
toward the role of the girl in her future home . Work toward these 
objectives probably helped the girls to become •otionally independent 
of parents and other adults . 
The teachers who reported seemed to be att•pting to give girls 
training for the most important occupation of making a home . There is 
no evidence in the data collected to show that teachers are helping 
girls to select and prepare speciticall7 tor any other occupation in 
addition to that of homemaking . 
In training girls for worthy" bane membership, which is basic tor 
good citizenship, teachers are probably' helping girls develop some 
intellectual skills and concepts necessary for civic canpetence .  How­
ever, in studying the objectives reported, it would seem that very 
little was done in the homemaking programs studied to develop a sense of 
comnnmit.y awareness on the part ot the girls enrolled in heme econanics . 
Perhaps in an effort to make the hananald.ng program f•14'" centered, 
teachers are tending to overlook the place the family has in the com.­
mtmity and the relationship ot various faily members to the community 
or which they are a part . 
A few objectives directed toward the iaportance or good relations 
were reported. It might be assumed that teachers in working with girls 
on becoaing worthy hane members felt that they would, then, be able to 
achieve socially responsible behavior . 
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Girls in the homemaking programs studied seemed to be accepting 
bane responsibilities consistent with the pattem of their growth and 
development . The younger girls tended to help wi. th home duties , whereas , 
the older girls tended to assume home management responsibilities .  
Specific objectives lfhieh would help the adolescent meet the 
dawlopm.ental. task of building conscious values in harmony with an ade­
quate scientific ll'Orld picture were not evident in those reported by the 
35 home ecoucaics teachers in the Roanoke District of Virginia. 
CHAP!'ER V 
INTERPRftATION OF THE TEACHING METHOOO REPORTED AS HAVING BEEN USED 
BY 3.5 TEACHERS IN THE ROANOKE DISTRICT OF VIROlNIJ., 1949-.50, 
IN WORKING TOWARD THE J.TT AINMENT OF THE OBJF.cTIVES OF 
THE VOCATION.AL Ha.IE ECONCJlICS PROOIWIS 
Teaching methods should be selected in terms of the goals or 
education. Spatrorct1 says : 
Selecting the subject matter to be taught and then de­
ciding upon the methods to be used in teaching it worked so 
long as the learning or subject matter was the goal or educa­
tion. Subject matter then answered the question of ,mat to 
teach and method or how to teach it . The teacher is still 
concerned with what to teach, but this is seen as behavior 
patterns, special abilities , habits , and skills rather than 
as information to be leamed. Subject matter used in a cer­
tain way becomes the means through which these learnings are 
to be realised. Subject matter and method then are inseparable . 
The teacher ,rho sees the purpose of learning to prepare 
supper at school as being able to prepare tamii,- suppers at 
home sets up a different teaching situation fran the one who 
sees it as learning basic cookery processes, interpreting 
recipes , and acquiring management techniques . The dishes 
prepared in each case aay be very similar, the cooke1'7 proces­
ses and management techniques used much the same, but the 
total teaching situation will be different because the purposes 
are different . 
Willi•eon and 1'fle2 remind us that there are still other factors 
'Which need to be considered in selecting teaching methods to be used . 
1Ivol Spafford, Fundamentals in Teaching Home Econ011ics (New Yorks 
John Wiley and Sons , Inc. , 1948), p . ---S-1. 
-
2llaude Williamson snd 1lary- Stewart �le, Homemak� Education in 
the 
l4? 
School (New York 1 D. Appleton-Century- Company, c. , 1941),-
p.  • 
Hunan beings are not standardized and there.tore no 
method can be used with perfect success 100% ot the time . 
Techniques must be selected according to the purposes , goals , 
interests , and abilities or the group and according to the 
ability or the teacher to use them. Various techniques may 
be used to develop initiative and self-direction in pupils ; 
other techniques will create situations in which individual 
and group thinking will be stimulated; others 'Will develop 
needed information; and still others will create situations 
in which groups will learn to work well together . 
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The writer was interested in finding out which teaching methods 
were used most frequentlJ" and in which areas of work. The way in which 
the data were colleeted-reporting of objectives within the areas and 
methods used within the areas-would not enable one to make a direct 
comparison between an objective set up and the methods used in working 
toward that particular object! ve .  For exaple , one would have no way of 
knowing that field trips had been used in working toward the objective , 
"To learn about health services available . "  One does have a complete 
picture or the object! ves within an area and or the methods used within 
that area. The writer felt that some general over-all relationships 
aight exist between the methods used and the objectives to be attained . 
Place Ratings or Teaching Methods 
Thirty teaching methods were defined and listed as those which 
might have been used in teaching home econanics . The teachers in the 
Roanoke District recorded those methods used in working on problems in 
the different areas of work. The writer then gave a place rating to 
the 30 teaching methods according to the per cent of teachers using each 
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method (Table VIII) . This place rating showed that 13 ot the 30 teach­
ing methods included in this study were used by more than half of the 
home econ<Bios teachers in the Roanoke District . Three of the methods 
were used b7 slightly more than a third of the teachers ; two :methods 
were used by a fourth of the teachers; 11 methods were used by a f'ifth 
or rner of the teachers . Only one method (games ) was not reported as 
harlng been used. Although there was no indication in the data collected 
of how many times the methods were used nor h01r many different methods 
were used within one class period, the variety would seem to be encourag­
ing in terms ot maintaining pupil interest . Schorling3 says concerning 
this : 
To maintain interest, an instructional hour must be 
characterized by a change of pace, of materials , of methods , 
and ot physical and mental environment. Perhaps the most 
outstanding trait of the human mind is its crarlng for a 
change in experiences . SymptOJ1Latic is the relatively- short 
span ot attention of audiences or of groups in a classroom . 
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 
other things being equal, to make an hour of work interesting 
you must plan the show so that it will have a good many acts . 
One can find teachers with the ability to make their work 
interesting who recanmend that the les�on for a period should 
be planned so as to ED.ploy from f'i ve to ten different pro­
cedures . Too often the teacher lillli ts himself to one or two 
procedures tor a whole period. 
One would, then, !eel that the home economics pupils taught in the 
Roanoke District during the school year of 1949-.50 might have shown a 
relatively high degree or interest in their work due to the reasonably 
wide range of teaching methods which bad been used.  
3Ral.eigh Schorling, Student Teaching (Hew Yorks  McGraw-Hill Book 
Com.pany, Inc . , 1940) ,  p .  135. 
TABLE VIII 
PLACE RA.TINGS OF METHOOO REPORTED AS HAVING BEEN USED BY 
35 TEACHERS OF HOME ECONOMICS IN THE ROANOKE DISTRICT 
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Relationship or Teaching Methods to General Over-all 
Objectives or Home Economics 
64 
The writer thought that it "WOuld be desirable to see if there 
seemed to be a general relationship between the teaching methods used by 
the majority of teachers and the general over-all objectives reported . 
In making this cmparison, the writer took for granted that the frequency 
with which objectives and methods were listed would tend to indicate some 
relationship between the two .  
In order to attain the objective, "to help girls become better pre­
pared to prcmote good hane and community life�, which was reported 22 
times by the home economies teachers participating in this study 
{Table VI) , it would seem that teachers should try to help girls become 
able to think and live democraticall.7. 
The theory or dictatorship frankly challenges the 
assumption that the canplex world created by the technical 
experts can be operated errectiftly by decisions arrived at 
through democratic processes . But we in America presUlllably 
are going to demonstrate the possibilities in cooperative 
thinking, and that requires that the greaten nmber possible 
should be tauht to think straight in situations that carmot 
be predicted.Ii 
Considering the contributions which may be made to the democratic thought 
process b7 the probl•-solving •thod, cooperative planning, and evalua­
tion., one would have expected these three methods to have been reported 
b7 almost, if not all, or the home econcmics teachers . A higher per­
centage or teachers reported having used the problem-solving method in 
4 .!!!!_ • ., p .  123 . 
the area of family relations than in any other area. Clothing and health 
were the next il1 rank Yi.th the probl•-solrlng �ethod having been used 
lea.st in the area of food {Table IX) • This might cause one to wonder if 
more emphasis had been placed on subject matter per !!. in the area of 
food. 
Cooperative pl�ing was used by 81.1 per cent of the teachers in 
the area or food and by 70.3 per cent in the area or clothing. O:nly' 
54 .2 per cent used it in the area of health, while the smallest per­
centage of teachers, s1 .s per cent , reported ha'Ying used it in the area 
of family relations (Table IX). It would seem that cooperative planning, 
while desirable in all areas of work., would be eapecially so in the area 
of faRil.7 relations. The home is where the pupil has had his first 
lessons in working with others, and it would seem that the hane econanics 
teachers would do well to consider the possibilities of working with the 
pupil, parents, and others in selecting learning activities which would 
enable the pupil to solve problems in this area. Spaftord' tells us 
that : 
Recent years have brought increased awareness that 
school learning does not take place apart !ran the pupils' 
other experiences and that all or these should be seen as a 
unit. Out or this has come a recognition or the need ror the 
curriculum to be achool-comm.lDlity-pupil planned and carried 
out. 
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 
The school should work with other agencies tor the good of 
the home and work for and with the haae-trying to make it 
possible for the family to do many of the things it would and 
should do, but does not now do. 
s Spafford, �· cit. , p. 91. 
TABLE II 
METHODS REPORTED AS HAVING BEEN USED IN FOUR AREAS OF WORK BY MORE THAN .50 PER CENT OF THE 
3.5 TEACHERS OF HOME ECONOMICS IN THE ROA.NOKE DISTRICT OF VIRGDU, 1949-.50 
Health Food 
Per c.t, Per Cent 
Method Teachers Ket.hod Teachers 
Used Using Used Using 
Class Diaeuasion 83 .3 Laborator7 100.0 
Films 1, .0 Demonstration 97.3 
Problem SolTing 70.8 Class Discussion 91.9 
Written "Spot" 10 .a Directed Study 89 .2 
Teat.a - Cooperative 81.1 
Directed Study 66 . 7 Plarming 
Demonstration 66. 7  Eval.uation 81.l 
Evaluation 66.7  Recitation 78.4 
Recitation 62 .,5 Written 11Spot" . 72 .9 
Special a.port 62 .s Tests 
Lecture ,a .3 Films 72 .9 
Cooperative S4 .2 Rapid Oral ReTiew 10.3 
Planning Problem Solving 67.6 
Rapid Oral Review ,4.2 Camnittee Work .54 .1 






Laboratory 94. 6  
Evaluation 91.9 
Class Discussion 86., 
Directed Stwiy 7.5 . 7 
Problem Solving 72 .9 
Cooperative 10 .3 
Planning 









Class Discussion 88 .9 
Special Reports 11 .a 
Problem Solving 11.a 
Evaluation 74.l 
Directed Study .59 .3 
Lecture .59 .3 





Evaluation, which was considered here as a teaching method rather 
than a means of collecting erldence of growth, was reported as having 
been used by more teachers in the areas of clothing and food than in 
f•ily relations and health. This may have been due to a feeling on the 
part of teachers and pupils that the more tangible results of work in 
the areas of clothing and food could be m.ore easily evaluated. It would 
seem to be just as important that evaluations be made for the more in­
tangible results even though such evaluation is generally recognized to 
be more difficult. Brown6 saya : 
• • • devices are needed which will be simple enough 
to be used by the students in evaluating their own achieve­
ment and their progress toward more desirable attitudes and 
higher levels of aesthetic appreciation. Some progress has 
been made in developing such devices • • • • 
Isctures , class discussions , directed stu�, field trips , labora­
tory work, and demonstrations are generally considered as being some of 
the methods which would be helpful in working toward the attainment of 
the general over-all objective, "to help girls acquire lmowledge and 
develop skills necessary to carry out homemaking responsibilities" ,  which 
was reported the second highest number of times by the teachers • ill of 
these methods were reported as having been used by more than 50 per cent 
of the teachers with the exception of the field trip which was used by 
slightly more than a fourth {Table VIII) . 
It would seem that there has been a tendency on the part of the 
teachers to use those methods which are consistent with the kind or 
6c1ara .IL. Brown, Evaluation and Investt!ation in Home Economies (New York : .lppleton-Century-Crof'ts;-Tnc. , 19 ), p. rr.-
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learning toward which their general over-all objectives were directed. 
The writer feels, however, . that •phasis should be given by all teachers 
to those methods which make their greatest contribution to the democratic 
thought Foceas: problmn.-solving, cooperative pl.arming and evaluation. 
Relationship of Teaching Methods to Objectives in 
Four Areas o! Home Econcaics 
The •thods used by 50 per cent or more or the teacher• were 
listed !or each of the four areas studied (Table II) . The writer felt 
that it would be help.tul and interesting to see if there appeared to be 
a general relationship between the types of the majority or objectives 
reported in each ot the four are88 and the methods reported as used in 
the same four areas. It was thought that sane general consistencies 
might be pointed out even though, from the data collected, it could not 
be determined which specific methods had been used in working toward a 
specific objective. 
The largest percentage of teachers reported using class discus­
sion, film.a, problem.-aolring, written "apotn tests, directed study, 
demonstration ,  evaluation, recitation and epecial report in ll'Orking with 
pupils on problems in the area of health. Most of the objectives 
reported in the area of' health were related to the acqui1ition of lmowl­
edge concerning standards and symptans or disease. The majority or 
objectives in the area or health and the methods used in working toward 
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these objectives would, then, seem to be consistent since Williamson and 
Ivle 7 tell us that: 
• • • if' 7ou want to increase the information your 
pupils possess , you can do so by telling them, by pooling 
experiences through group discussion, b7 a study or refer­
ences or examination ot real things, by visiting authorities ,  
by exploring real situations , by- experimentation, and by 
d•onstration . 
The laboratory- aethod, demonstration, class discussion, evalua­
tion, directed study, and cooperative planning were methods reported 
most by teachers in the areas or food and clothing. These methods would 
seem to have been desirable in working tor the acquisition or knowledge 
and the attainment or objectives directed toward the deftlopaent ot 
skills and abilities as reported in these two areas . Williuson and 
�i.8 tell u., thats 
If you want to deftlop ability to carry through activi­
ties , to manage and to execute plans , you will use cooperative 
planning, probl•-aolving, supervised aetivit7, group work. 
The largeat percentage ( 88 .9  - ,9.3 )  ot the teachers reported 
using class discussion, special reports, probl•-solving, evaluation, 
directed study and lecture in the area of faily relationships . The 
greater number or objectives in this area were directed toward learning 
to recognize individual differences and becaaing wortlv' home members 
which would seem to necessitate the teacher ' s  being able to stimulate 
interest and purposeful thinking and to help pupils develop desirable 
7williaaon and Iule, �. cit. , p .  14 7 . 
8wi11iason and �le, loc . �. 
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attitudes .  The 11.ethods reported would, in general, seem to be desirable 
in working toward the objectives reported. If, however, teachers hope 
to help pupils become worthy home ••bers-individuals able and willing 
to work., play-, plan, and live together-it would seem that cooperative 
planning would have been used by- mo� teachers in this area. Onl1' 
,1.; per cent of the teachers who worked with pupils on problems in the 
area of tami:ly relations reported using this method. 
In addition to the methods discussed., panel discussions were used 
rather extensift:q in the area of family relations and .field trips in 
the areas ot food and clothing ( see .Appendix B) . Concerning the panel 
discussion., Williamson and lJTle9 state that it a 
• • •  ald.lltully' led, adequately prepared, and partici­
pated in b;y competent people is a valuable educative experience 
tor all concerned. It otf'ers an opportunity tor cooperative 
thinking and may be stimulating to understanding . 
The use of field trips in the areas ot tood and clothing would seem to 
be consistent with the philosophy that one should stuct,' real things 
rather than just to read about them . 
The teachers in the Roanoke District or Virginia, during the 
sohool year of 1949-50., used a reasonably rlde range of teaching methods 
even though only 13 of the 30 methods listed tor atudy were used by over 
SO per cent of the teachers . Although a high percentage of the teachers 
9�. , p . 18.S . 
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used those methods which make their greatest contribution to the demo­
cratic thought process : problem-solving, cooperative planning and 
evaluation,  it would. seem desirable that all teachers use those methods . 
The methods used within the various areas or work seemed to be consistent 
with the kind or learning hoped £or within ·those areas ; however, it was 
f'elt that more •phasis should be placed on the use of' cooperative plan­
ning, especially in the area or family relations . Many or the other 
methods used by only a relatively small percentage of the teachers would 
seem to be desirable .fran the standpoint or providing a greater nriety . 
CH.A.Pl'ER VI 
INTERPRETATION OF THE OUTCOMES OF INSTRUCTION IN THE VOOA.TION.AL 
HCl.1E ECONCJLICS PROGRAMS AS REPORTED BY 3S TEACHERS 
lN THE ROANOKE DISTRICT OF VIBGINIA, 1949-SO 
Evaluation i! an essential and hltegral part or teaching. Plans 
tor it should be made when the plans for learning experiences are drawn 
up because appraisal is based on pupil growth as evidenced by changes in 
pupil behavior . Br011D1 states thats 
• • •  e.valuation must be an inherent part of any effec­
tive program of' education and it must be meaningful evaluation 
rather than the vague, indefinite concept which many teachers 
talk about so volubly, but or which they have so little real 
canprehension. 
Evaluation is essential in the never-ending cycle or 
formulating goals, measuring progress toward them, and deter­
mining the new goals which emerge as the result of new learn­
ings. EYaluation inTolves measurement, which means obtaining 
quantitative evidence; but it is broader than measurement and 
im.pliea that con8ideration has been given to certain value 
standards, and that an interpretation or the evidences has been 
made in the light or the particular situation. 
Measurement should be recognized as an important part 
of' the teaching cycle and its primary purpose in the classroan 
should be to ai.d in teaching. lleasurement that i8 divorced fran 
teaching is of slight value; instruction without measurement 
may be just as valueless. 
Evaluation should be made in terms or the objectives set up by the 
teacher and pupils. Williamson and �le2 say: 
1c1ara .M. Br01111., Evaluation and Inve11ttfation in llaae Econmice (New York: Appleton-Century-Crorts;-i'nc . ,  19 ), pp.)-0:-
2.Maude Williamson and Mary stelrart Iqle, Homemaldnfilducation in the � School (New York : D. J.ppleton-Century Company, c. , l941), -
pp. �99 . 
For example, if the objective is to develop :IJ'lcreased in­
terest in hom.emald.ng, the teacher will strive in some way to 
gage any change in interest which has taken place . If she is 
seeking to improve attitudes, deftlop desires for fine stand­
ards or work and living, she will try to find evidence o! 
change in these attitudes and desires . If she has been teach­
ing to develop abilities in hcmemald.ng o:t the manipulative, 
judgment, or creative type, she will use means to discover to 
what extent changes have taken place . 
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 
Evaluation may be almost continuous , such as the dai� 
and hourly judgments o:t students ' needs and progress that the 
teacher makes mentally and continually revises ; or it may be 
internli ttent, as when the teachers and pupils take inventory 
in some manner or the progress made to date toward certain 
objectives . 
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 
Obvious� any appropriate form or evaluation that can be 
stripped of personal. opinion is preferable to those that are 
affected by it; and if the time ever canes that the teacher can 
find objective measures for progress toward all of her goals, 
much of the doubt and uncertainty concerning the &110\Dlt of 
pupil growth will disappear . Pers cnal opinion is always sane­
what variable; yet it aust be kept in mind that the judgment 
or the experienced teacher with an educational point or 'View 
is a trained judgment and often reliable and accurate, and 
also that subjective appraisal or pupil developnent toward 
:iaportant goals 11.ay be of more value for student guidance than 
objective measurement or growth toward unimportant goals . 
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In this stu�, the writer has attempted to interpret the data re­
ported as outccnes of instruction in terms of evidences of knowledge 
acquired, evidences ot appreciations developed, and evidences of skills 
and abilities developed. No attempt was made to secure an evaluation in 
terms or all t11>es of behavior . 
Knowledge, appreciations , and skills and abilities are camnonly 
recognized as part or the evidences or pupil learning . These evidences 
are secured by such means as :  observation or the pupils; statements made 
by the pupils , parents and others; tests; check lists ; and progress 
records . 
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In this study, the teachers listed those evidences of pupil 
learning which they and their pupils had recorded as having taken place 
as a result of work done in the areas or health, food, clothing, and 
ramilJ" relations . These evidences were then grouped and reported mder 
the headings or knowledge , appreciations , skills and abilities (Tables II, 
llI, XIII) . 
Evidences of Knowledge Acquired 
The teachers were much less likely to report e'Yiaence of knowledge 
gained by pupils than they were to report the development of apprecia­
tions and skills and abilities .  Onl:r 8 .4 per cent of the evidences or 
pupil learning appeared under the heading of lmowledge; whereas,  16 .9 per 
cent were listed as appreciations and the remaining 74. 7  per cent of 
evidences were listed under skills and abilities (Table X) . Since the 
acquisition of some knowledge must precede or parallel the acquisition 
of skills , it would seem that more effort might be directed by these 
teachers towards securing evidences of knowledge gained by the pupils . 
Teachers reported more evidences of pupil leaming which indicated 
the acquisition of' knowledge in the areas of health and food than in 
clothing and f•il1' relations . The evidences reported in heal th and 
food tended to be somewhat more canprehensive than those reported for 
the two other areas (Table n) . With one exception, all evidences of 
knowledge in the areas of health and food were listed in the first and 
second year of the hOllellaking program . This might indicate a feeling on 
TABLE X 
OUTCOMES OF INSTRUCTION IN TERMS OF THREE TYPF.s OF BEHAVIOR AS 
REPORTED BY 35 HCllE :HX}ONCllICS TEACHERS IN THE ROANOKE 
DISTRICT OF VIRGilli, 1949-50 
Total 
Type of F•ilT Per 
Behador Health Food Clothing Relations No . Cent 
Knowledge 22 15 12 2 51 s .u 
Appreciations 6 16 20 60 102 16 .9 
Skills and 76 170 158 47 451 74 . 7 
Abilities 
Total 6o4 100 .0 
TABia ll 
OUTC(l(ES OF INSTRUCTION IN TERllS OF KNOWLEOOE ACQUIRED AS REPORTED BY 3.5 HOME EX}QNOMICS 
TEACHERS IN THE ROANOKE DISTRICT OF imGINIA, 1949-50 
























Family Relations I 19 
II 30 
III 6o 














4 5 .2 
3 3.6 
















Use and Care 
of Kitchen 
�uipment 
2 2 .2 






l 3 .3 
r 
Ro. Cent 
Et& a •  
Removal ot Responsibility Available 
Accident for . Health or Health 
Hazards others Services 
4 6.1 1 1 • .5 0 o.o 
0 o.o 0 o.o · 1  4.2 
0 o .o 0 o .o 0 o.o 
Use ot Use ot Application 
a Food Seasoning of Cooking 
�·t in Foods Principles 
l 1 .1 1 1 .1 0 o.o 
0 o.o 0 o.o 2 3 .1 





Ho . Cent Ho. Cent 
' 
Relationship Nature of 
of Foods to Hereditary 
Good Health Diseases 
0 o.o 0 o.o 
1 4.2 0 o .o 
0 o.o 1 1.1 
Application Use of 
of Canning Pressure 
Methods Cooker 
0 o.o 0 o.o 
2 3.1 2 3 .1 
0 o.o 0 o.o 
TABLE n 
OUTCCIIES OF INSTRUCTION I N  TERMS OF APPRECI.A.TIONS DEVELOPED AS REPORTED BY 3: 
Total Number 
Evidences or ! Evidences of 
Area and Year of Pupil L9arn- Per Per r Per Per 
Home Economics ing b7 Year Ho. Cent No. Cent 1 No . Cent No . Cent No. Cent No 
Conscious of i Conscious Conscious of Health I Conscious of Conscious of of Fudly 
Sanitation Qualifications Importance of Health Health 
Practices tor Mate Health Habits Problems 
Health I 66 2 3.0 0 o.o 0 o.o 0 o.o 0 o .o 
II 24 0 o.o 0 o.o 0 o.o 0 o.o 0 o.o 
III 14 0 o.o l 7.1 I l 1.1 1 7.1 1 7.1 
Interested Interested in Recognizes Takes Pride Discusses 
in Nn Nutritional Nutrition in School Food 
Rec!f!• Value of Meals Problems Cafeteria Problems 
Food I 91 5 , ., 7 1. 1 1 1.1 1 1.1 0 o.o 
II 65 0 o.o 0 o.o 0 o.o 0 o.o l 1 • .5 
III 45 0 o .o l 2 . 2 0 o.o 0 o.o 0 o.o 
Critical or Considers I Considers Seeks Advice Fit of Needs ot Value ad on Clothing 
Garment F.Uz _.!l?E!arance Problems 
Clothing I 77 4 ,.2 1 1.3 I l 1.3 0 o.o 
II 83 0 o.o 0 o.o f 12 14.4 l 1.2 
III 30 0 o.o 0 o .o 0 o.o l 3 .3 
Respects Respects Thoughtful Less Hai 
Individual. Rights of Enjoys H•e of Brothers Critical RaJ 
Personalities Others Life More and Sisters ot Others In, 
Faaily Relations I 19 2 10 • ., 2 10., 2 10.; 2 10 • .5 1 5.3 1 
II 30 0 o.o 2 6 . 7  1 3.3 0 o.o 1 3 .3 0 
III 6o 0 o .o 9 1, .0 4 6. 7 6 10.0 2 3 .3 2 
ECONOMICS TEACHERS IN THE RO !NOKE DISrRICT OF VIRGINU, 1949-,50 
•.,.loped GroQed Accor4r.t t• 
,. Per 
.t No . Cent No . Cent 
Considers 
1r Thinks of Others ' 
others ' Views , 
,8 Needs Attitudes 
.3 l .5 .3 1 5 .3 
0 0 o.o 0 o .o 
3 0 o .o l 1 . 7  
Pei= 
· No . Cent 
Desires 
Respec"ta Recognizes to Share 
Sick and Obligations Responsi-
.Apel , to Others bilities 
l S.3 l S .3 0 o.o 
0 o.o 0 o.o 7 23 .3 
2 3 .3 0 o .o 0 o.o 
Per 























l 1. 7  
Total Number 
Evidences of 
Area and Year or Pupil t.arn- Per 




Health I 66 10 15 .2 
II 24 5 20 .8 




Food I 91 12 13 .2 
II 65 10 15 .4 




Clothing I 77 15 19 .5 
II 83 16 19 .3 




Family Relations I 19 2 10.5 
II 30 2 6. 7 
III 60 3 s .o 
Per I '"" .. 
No. Cent I No . Cent I 
I 
I 
Eliminates I Treats 
Accident 1 Colds 
Hazards Prcnptq 
8 12 .1 3 4.6 
4 16 . 7 I 0 o.o 
1 7.1 i 0 o.o 
i 
Has Better r Prepares 
Eating New 
Habits Dishes 
11 12 .1 6 6.6 
6 9 .2 3 4.6 
6 1.3 • .3 0 o.o 
Selects Cares ror 
Becoming Clothing 
Clothinl Pro;eer!z 
15 19.5 I 6 7.8  
12 14., 5 6.o 
1 3.3 3 10 .0 
Shares I 
Ia.proved I Home 
Personality I Reaponsi-Traits bilities 
1 5 .3 I 1 5.3 
1 3 .3 I 8 26 .7 
5 a·.3 I 17 28 .3 
RSl11 ,J 
OUTCOMES OF INSTRUC 
• Per Per Per 
No. Cent No . Cent No. Cent 
Uses Has Has Physic 
Disposable Physical Defects 
Tissues Examination Correctec 
3 4 .6 6 9.1 4 6.] 
0 o.o 2 8 .3 2 8 .3 
0 o.o 2 14 .3 0 o.c 
Sets Helps Others Serves 
Attractive Set Table Meals 
Table Attractive!z Efficient] 
5 ,., 0 o.o 15 16.5  
0 o.o 0 o .o 13 20 .C 
0 o .o 2 4.4 0 o . c  
Foll01f'S Selects, Uses Guid 
Good Work Uses, Cares Sheet tc 
Habits for !9.uil!!ent Pattern 
0 o.o 6 7.8  5 6.5 
2 2 .4 0 o .o 0 o .c 
0 o.o 5 16. 7  0 o .o 
Makes Develops Helps Sol, 
Clothing Common Family 
for Others Interests Problems 
1 5 .3  0 o.o 0 o.o 
0 o.o 2 6. 7 l 3 . 3 
0 o.o 0 o .o 0 o .o 
• 
TABLE XIII 
OUTCOMES OF INSTRUCTION IN TERMS OF SKILLS AND ABILITIE S DEVELOPED � REPORTED BY 35 HOME EXJOHCIHCS TEACHERS lN THE ROA.NOJ 
hr Per Per 
No. Cent No . Cent No. Cent No. Cent 
Has Has Physical Helps Checks Causes 
Physical Defects Fanily or Illness at 
Examination Corrected See Needs School 
6 9 .1 4 6 .1 1 1.5 1 1.,  
2 8 .3 2 8 .3 0 o.o 0 o .o 
2 11 .. , 0 o.o 0 o.o 0 o.o 
Ha8 
:elps Others Serves Has Established 
Set Table Meals Efficient Habits or 
;ttractive!l_ Efficiently Work Habits Cleanliness 
0 o.o 15 16.S 5 5.5 0 o .o 
0 o .o 13 20 .0 4 6.2 0 o .o 
2 4t11:l 0 o.o � u.1 1 2 .z 
Selects, Uses Guide Repairs and Operates 
Uses, Cares Sheet to Remodels Sewing 
·or Equipment Pattern Clothing Machine 
6 7.8 5 6.5 6 7 .8  3 3 .9  
0 o .o 0 o.o 5 6.o 0 o .o 
s 16.7  0 o.o 3 10.0 0 o.o 
Develops Helps Solve Selects Entertains 
Common F•ily' Friends Friends at 
Interests Probl•s Carer� Home 
0 o.o 0 o .o 0 o .o  0 o .o 
2 6. 7  l 3 .3 0 o .o 0 o .o 
0 o .o 0 o .o 1 1 . 7  l 1. 7  
hi._oea o! mri]la and Abilities Deftl!J!•d Grouped Acoording � i 
hr hr Per Per 
No. Cent Mo. Cent No. Cent Ho. Cent No . 
laproYed Iaproved Has Better 
Ptqaical School Best Eating .Administers Is 
.Appearance Roans Habits First Aid � 
4 6.1 1 1., 7 10.6 0 o .o 0 
1 4 .2 0 o .o 2 8 .3 1 4 .2 1 
l z.1 �, 0 o.o 1 1.1 1 1.1 • 
Canned I 
Plans Well- Preserwa 
balanced, Nutritive Helpa 
.Attractive Value of &vs Foods Cate 
Home Foods Meals Food Wiaei, Se:t 
4 k.4 k 4.4 2 2
°
.2 l 1.1 1 
3 4.6 10 15 .4 2 3 �1 1 1.s  0 
I 6. 7 it,. 7 ]5.6 • s., 2 ••• • 
Replaces Uses Provides Stores MB 
Machine 
I Machine Proper Seasonal Ho 
Needles I J.ttachmenta Storage Garments Furni 
3 3.9 3 3.9 2 2 .6 2 2 .6 1 
0 o.o 0 o.o 1 1.2  l 1.2 0 







IN THE ROA.NOKE DISTRICT OF VIRGINIA, 1949-SO 
.ccordins; t,c, S12ecific Categori, 
•er Per Per l"er .t'er 
:ent No. Cent No. Cent Ro . Cent No. Cent 
Takes Accepts Observes 
:ters Ia Kore T81lp8rature Patrol Traffic 
A.id Cheertul and Pulse Duties Rules -
o .o 0 o.o 0 o.o 0 o.o 0 o.o 
4.2 1 4.2 l 4.2 0 o.o 0 o.o 
7 .1 0 o .o 0 o .o 1 7.1 1 1.1 
Helps with Works More Obser'Ves Prepares 
tOds Cafeteria Coopera- Good Table Foods in 
L_ Service tively Manners )[any Ways 
1.1 1 1.1 1 1.1 1 1.1 0 o.o 
1.s 0 o.o 0 o.o 1 1., 2 3 .1 
4.4 0 o.o 0 o .o 2 4 .4 . 0 o.o 
IS :Makes Uses Cleans and Plans 
lal Home Kachine Adjuate I Clothing 
ltS Furnishine_ Efficiently Machine Purchases 
2 .6 l 1.3 0 o.o 0 o.o 0 o.o 
1.2 0 o.o 8 9 .6  8 9 .6 3 3 .6 
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the part ot the teachers that the basic knowledge tor work in these 
areas should be acquired in the first two years and that the development 
ot appreciations . and skills and abilities would be or primary :importance 
in the third year. This would provide additional evidence to cause one 
to wonder it sufficient attention had been given to the evaluation or 
pupils ' work in terms of lmowledge acquired.  
The only two evidences or  learning in terms or  knowledge acquired 
in the area of clothing were lmowledge or common textiles and clothing 
essentials; however, there was a large n�ber of skills and abilities 
reported in this area. Only two evidences or pupil learning in the area · 
of ram1:cy, �lations appeared under the heading of lmowledge . 
Few evidences of pupil learning in this study are indicative of a 
kn01Jledge ot the basic principles involved in work in the four areas . 
Teachers should make every effort to see that pupils gain a knowledge of 
these basic principles .  There is danger in asSU11ing that pupils possess 
certain knowledge when they may not . For example, a pupu may plan a 
meal which is adequate in terms of nutrition and attractiveness because 
she has previousl.1" eaten such a meal or �as seen it pictwed. This does 
not necessarily mean that she has the understanding of the nutritional 
principles involved in menu planning. The fact that this one meal did 
meet nutritional standards is no guarantee that .f'uture meals planned by 
this girl would meet standards unless she acquired a working knowledge 
or nutrition . 
Knowledge may not of itself enable a homemaker to maintain and 
operate a household e.tficiently; nevertheless , it is :important. These 
80 
data seem to indicate a need for teachers to consider what knowledge is 
of basic illportance, to provide wa;ys and means fqr pupils to secure that 
lmowledge, and to devise appropriate means for securing evidences of 
learning. 
Evidences of jppreciations Denloped 
Evaluation in terms or appreciations may be , for most teachers ., 
just a little more difficult than evaluation of lmcnrledge acquired or 
skills and abilities deftloped • .Appreciations-those values one recog­
nizes or the estimate which one places on things ., both the tangible and 
intangible-seem to be tied up with a person ' s  background., personal 
makeup, and, especially in the case of the pupil ., closely related to the 
information he possesses . Concerning evaluation of ability to appreciate, 
Brown3 tells us that s 
Most home economics teachers would agree that they want 
to have students learn to appreciate what is really beautitul., 
llhether it is !otmd in costume, furniture, china., architecture, 
or the planting of home grounds and public parks . Hence they 
are interested in testing appreciations-a ftry difficult task., 
one reason for the difficulty being that it is often well-nigh 
:impossible to dissociate information from appreciation . 
Jnother reason that evaluation in terms of appreciations :may be difficult 
is that it haa not been easy to set up appreciation teste which are valid. 
Brawn4 says in discussing their validity a 
3Brown., �· cit. , pp . 200-01. 
4· �. ,  pp. 201-02 . 
There was likely to be a rather low correlation between 
factual information and the ability to apply it, and that there 
was almost no correspondence between students ' scores on a test 
that measured information about art principles and one that 
measured taste and ability to apply such information to con­
crete situations . Since good teachers are usually more con­
cerned with the ability to reproduce information, the desira­
bility or devising testing situations to check upon the former 
ability is evident . 
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The evidences or appreciations developed in the areas of health , 
tood, and clothing were relatively few in number . Al.most one-third more 
evidences ot appreciations developed were reported in the area ot family 
relations than were reported in the other three areas combined (Table Ill) . 
This would seem to be in keeping with the stating or the largest per­
centage of objectives in the area or .fani:cy- relations in terms of "to 
develop" because appreciations are generally considered as being 
developed. However, it is interesting to note so many evidences of 
appreciations reported in this area when we consider Brown•sS statement 
that s 
' Family relationships ' does not represent a body" or 
lmowledge in the sense that 'nutrition ' or ' clothing selec­
tion ' does;  nor can it be studied without associating the 
various relationships with the situations in which they devel­
oped. Consequently if' changes in point or view regarding 
f'anily relationships are to be evaluated, such changes will 
need to be measured in the light of' fai:cy- situations . 
That the pupil was cognizant or the f'anily situation, at least to some 
extent, seemed to be evident from the evaluation given . It would seem 
that teachers need to become more tully aware ot helping pupils to 
develop and to evaluate appreciations in the areas or health, rood1 and 
S��, P •  112 . 
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clothing . The first emphasis would have to be given in the stating of 
objectives since it is at that point that the stage for further teaching 
is set . 
Evidenoe·s of Skills and Abilities Developed 
The largest percentage ( 74 . 7) of the evidences of pupil learning 
was reported as skills and abilities developed (Table X) . The on:cy area 
in which the evidences of skills and abilities developed did not exceed 
the other two types or learning studied was f•ily relations . This 
should not neceseari]JT be considered a weakness since Williamson and 
Lyle6 state that s 
An ana:cy&is of homemakers responsibilities helped 
curriculllll-builders to realize that home living embodied much 
more than the performing of skills ; that many of the important 
responsibilities in bane living are those which pertain to 
human relationships . 
However, skills and abilities are an important kind or learning as 
Spafford 7 tells us s 
The necessity for manipulative skills represents an 
early need for learning which continues in varying degrees 
throughout life . The individual must learn to use his body 
to meet new and changing conditions-to walk, teed himself, 
handle utensils , work with tools , use the sewing machine, run 
a tractor, drive an airplane , dodge an auto . Present-day' 
homemaldng, although requiring less hard work on the whole, 
6--1111.aon and Iorle, �. �. , pp . 76-7. 
7rvol Spafford, Fundamentals in Teaching Home Econanics (New 
York s John Wiley and Sons , Inc . ,  194!) , pp . 99-i'o'o'7 
still demands many skills . Learning to use an electric wash­
ing machine, dryer, and mangle is more difficult than learn­
ing to use a washboard and charcoal irons ; but, on the other 
hand, relatively f'ewer people do their own laundry work. The 
home economics teacher should not be less concerned with stu­
dents ' learning the manipulative aspects of homemaking, but 
more concerned with easier and more econanical ways of acquir­
ing and perfecting the skills needed both in school and on the 
job outside . There is need for better, not poorer, construc­
tion or clothing, cooking or food, oaring for children, and 
cleaning ot houses . 
The school has given too little attention to the values 
to be gained for the individual in learning to do things with 
his hands . Creative activity has been thought or all too o.f'ten 
as painting, pictures ,  writing poetry, or CCID.posing mllBic. It 
is good that much drudgery has been removed from housekeeping. 
It is not so good that people do not learn at a high level or 
proficiency some of' the skills and techniques or e-veeydq liv­
ing for its personal value to them. The growing girl will think 
more of herself as she learns to make a good-looking dress, to 
bake pastry that is fiaky and tender, or to arrange flowers 
attractin]¥. 
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We, therefore , consider skills and abilities important, not only because 
they enable us to do homemaking tasks efficiently, but because the 
satisfaction derived fran a job well done contributes to personal 
development . 
It is interesting that while the majority or outcomes were listed 
as skills and abilities , the majority or the objectives set up were 
stated in terms or •to learn. "  Spaf'tord8 says a 
The individua.l also has need for much lmowledge , not 
because knowing things has value in itself but because it 
contributes to doing things which he considers essential and 
worth while . 
The writer £eels that perhaps the teachers thought or knowledge as being 
illlportant because it was a pre-requisite to the development or skills 
8 �. , p .  100 . 
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and abilities , but placed more •phasis upon evaluating in terms or 
skills and abilities than in terms or knowledge . This emphasis on 
evaluation of skills and abilities may have been because they are more 
tangible than other forms of learning such as appreciations and attitudes 
and, for that reason, easier to evaluate . 
The number of' skills and abilities denloped by- pupils in the 
area of health was decidedly larger in the first year and decreased 
rapidly- the next two years . The writer expected this because teachers 
have tended to place more emphasis upon health work as such in the first 
year or the homaaak:ing course . 
The skills and abilities listed for the area of' food remained 
consistentl.1" high throughout the three years while those listed for 
clothing remained approD.J1ate� the same for the first two years and 
then dropped decidedly during the third year of' the course • The decided 
drop in the number of' skills and abilities developed in the last year of' 
clothing was not necessarily due to placing lees •phasis on their 
develop•nt during the third year, but, as will be noted f'ran Table VII 
on objectives , decidedl.1" fewer teachers reported on clothing work in the 
third 7ear . 
The area or faily relations presents a different picture from 
the other three areas. A decidedly larger number of skills and abili­
ties are reported in the third year or the program . Here, again, one 
must consider that twice as many teachers reported working in the area 
of f'aily relations in the third year as in the first or second 7ear or 
the course . 
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There seemed to be a continuity in the development of outcoaes in 
terms of skills and abilities throughout the three years of the hanemak­
ing program. However, the nature or the skills and abilities developed 
did., for the most part, tend to change in keeping with the girls ' logical 
developaent and progress . For example, the use of guide sheets , and the 
operation of the sning machine were reported in the first year., whereas ., 
making plans for purchasing clothing and making own clothing selections 
were reported in the second and third years of the course . 
Eval.D.ation, which is an essential and integral part or teaching, 
should be made in terms or the objectives set up by the teachers and 
pupils . In this study, the writer interpreted data reported as outcomes 
or instruction in terms or the objectives reported, and grouped them 
according to evidences or knowledge acquired, evidences or appreciations 
developed, and evidences or skills and abilities developed. Only 
8 .4 per cent of the evidences of pupil learning appeared under the head­
ing of lmowledge ; whereas , 16.9 per cent were listed as appreciations and 
the remaining 74.  7 per cent or evidences were listed under skills and 
abilitiee .  
There seemed to be a need for teachers to place further emphasis 
upon evaluation in terms or lalowledge acquired and appreciations denloped . 
The first emphasis would have to be given in the stating or objectives 
since it is at that point that the stage for further teaching is set . 
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The developaent of outcomes in terms of skills and abilities was 
reported continuously throughout the three years or the hamemaking 
program . The nature of the skills and abilities developed was , for the 
most part, in keeping with the logical denlopaent and progress of the 
high school pupil. 
CHA.PI'ER VII 
lNTERPRETA.TION OF REACTIONS TO SOME AREAS OF THE VOO!TIONAL HOME 
ECONCJlICS PROGRAMS .AS REPORTED BY 35 TEACHERS IN THE 
ROANOKE DISTRICT OF VIRGINIA, 1949-50 
The reactions or teachers and pupils to work done in the four 
areas or home econanics reported are in reality another form of evalua­
tion, this form being in terms or teachers ' and pupils ' interest in or 
liking for a particular area. )fort and Vincent1 tell us that : 
Interest is a powerful .f'orce . .A. person will rise to 
almost any occasion if' he has interest in it . Teaching which 
goes on without the interest o:t the pupils is not good teach­
ing .  Interest is not the major objective o:t good teaching, 
it is just the necessary by-product. Interest is a double­
edged tool for the teacher . He uses interest in two ways : 
First, interest is an indicator o:t growth . 
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 
Secondly, interest is a tool that can motivate new 
growth. 
The writer has attempted in this chapter to discuss the teachers ' and 
pupil• ' reactions to the :tour areas of work : health, food, clothing, 
and family relations as reported by the teachers of vocational home 
econanics in the Roanoke District of Virginia, 1949-50 . 
Pupil Reaction 
The pupils included in this stud;r were asked to indicate their 
reaction to each of the ro ur areas of work studied by checking in each 
1Paul R .  Kort and William s .  Vincent, Modern Educational Practice 
(New York: McGraw-Hill Book Cc.pany, Inc . ,  1950), p .  69 . 
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area the extent to which they enjoyed their work in that area : "liked 
very much" , "liked" , "was all right" , "didn ' t  especially like" ,  "didn ' t  
like . "  
Except for the first year of the health work, over 50 per cent of 
the pupils in each year of each or the four areas of work reported that 
the7 liked that area •Ter7 much . "  The next highest percentage of pupils 
in all areas , except the second year of family relations , indicated that 
they- "liked" their work, and the third highest percentage reported that 
the work was "all right . n A very small percentage of the · pupils reported 
in the last two claesifications , "didn 't  especial� like" and "didn ' t  
like" (Table XIV) . 1he favorable response of pupils to their work in 
the tour areas or home economics included in th�e study may have been 
due to two factors : (1 ) pupils take home econanics as an elective 
course and, therefore , it would be expected that they would be especiall.1' 
interested in it ; (2 )  a wide range of teaching methods was used in work 
in the .f'our areas studied, and, as has been previouely pointed out, a 
change of pace , or materials , or methods and of physical and mental 
enrlromnent help to make instructional periods more interesting . 
The highest percentage of' pupils liking a particular area was 
reported for the third year pupils in the area of health. It is doubtful 
that much significance can be attached to this high percentage, however, 
because it includes only two groups with a total of 32 pupils . The 
second highest percentage was reported for first year pupils in the area 
of .f'amily relations (Table IIV) . A slightly higher percentage of pupils 
TABLE XIV 
PUPIL REACTION TO FOUR AREAS OF THE HOME IDONC14ICS PROORAMS IN 35 SCHOOIS 
IN THE ROANOKE DISTRICT OF VIRGINIA, 1949-50 
S-arz ot PapU. 1 Jhalu"'18D8 bf Ana ... Year 
m.a•t. 
Liked Was Especially Didn ' t  
Number Very lluch Lilced .ill �t, Like Like 
Area and Year of Pupils Per Per 9r Per Per 
Home Economics Reporting No . Cent No . Cent No . Cent No . Cent No . Cent 
Health I 107 4h. bl.l 36 35 .S 19 17 .7  6 ; .6 0 O .O 
II 65 35 53 .8 15 23 .1 10 15 .4 3 4 .6 2 3 .1 
III 32 23 7]..9 9 28 .1 0 O.O O 0 .0 0 0 .0 
Food I 500 310 62 .0 116 23 .2  53 10.6 14 2 . 8  7 1.4 
II 261 164 62 .8 73 28 .0 20 7. 7 4 1 .5 0 O.O 
III 294 184 62 .6 78 26 .5 29 9 .9  3 1.0  0 0 .0 
Clothing I ,oo 307 61 .4 140 28 .o 36 1.2 10 2 .0 7 1.4 
II 282 171 60 .6 82 29 .1 20 7.1 7 2 .5 2 0 . 7  
III 263 147 55 .9 78 29 . 7  29 11.0 8 3 .0 1 0 .4 
Family Relations I 64 44 68 . 8  12 18 .8 6 9.4 2 3 .1 O 0 .0 
II 63 39 61.9 6 9 .5 12 19 .1 5 7 .9 1 1 .6 




indicated that they liked their work in food than indicated a similar 
liking tor work in clothing . 
Teacher Reaction 
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The home economies teachers participating in the study indicated 
the extent to which they enjoyed teaching in the areas or health, food, 
clothing, and family relations : "enjoyed teaching veey much" , "enjoyed 
teaching" ,  ndidn't  mind teaching" , "didn't  especially enjoy teaching", 
"didn 't  enjoy teaching ."  It was int,ereating to  note that all teachers 
reported that they •enjoyed teaching very much" , "enjoyad teaching" , or 
"didn I t mind teaching" work in all tour areas. No teachers checked the 
last two categories tor any year of. any area. The largest percentage or 
teachers enjo1"9d teaching tam� relations, clothing and food. Teachers 
reported that the7 enjoyed teaching health least (Table XV) . It is 
generally recognized that there is a tendency to respond more favorably 
to questions ,men one ' s  name is signed. Since the teachers signed their 
names to the materials on which this study was based, the writer is 
unable to state whether or not it may have influenced their reporting . 
There was a relatively close relationship between the teachers ' 
enjoyment . of teaching and the pupils ' enjoyment of work in the four 
areas . However, the teachers reported enjoying teaching health even 
less than the pupils enjoyed their· work in that area. ill high school 
pupils are required to take health and physical education. Many times , 
it is the home econcnics teacher who also teaches the health and phl'eical 
TABLE XV 
TEACHER REACTION TO FOUR AREAS OF THE HOME ECONCILICS PROOIWlS WHICH THEY TAUGHT IN 
35 SCHOOLS IN THE ROANOKE DISTRICT OF VIRGINIA, 1949-SO 
lzjoyed 
Teaching 
Naber Ve!Z Kuch 
Area and Year of Teachers Per 
Home Econom.ica Reporting No . Cent 
Health I 13 3 23 .1 
II 9 3 33 .1 
III 2 0 o.o 
Food I 16 11 68.8  
II ll 8 72 .  7 
III 10 s ,o.o 
Clo�ing I 16 10 62 .s 
II 14 10 71.4 
III 7 5 71.4 
Family Relations I 6 s 83 .3 
II 7 4 .$7.1 
III � 9 64.3 
Swvry ot Teach.era ' Bnlutiona !Z Ana aad Year 
ti!dn•i 
Didn 1 t Especially 




No. Cent No . Cent No . Cent 
s 38 .S s 38 .S 0 o.o 
3 33 .3 3 33 .3 0 o .o 
2 100 .0 0 o.o 0 o .o 
3 18.8  2 12 .s 0 o.o 
2 18 .2 1 9 .1 0 o .o 
s so .o 0 o.o 0 o.o 
6 · 37 .S 0 o .o 0 o.o 
3 21.4 1 7 .1 0 o.o 
2 28 .6  0 o.o 0 o .o 
1 16 . 7 0 o.o 0 o.o 
2 28 .6 1 lh.3 0 o.o 
4 28 .6  1 7.1 0 o .o 







0 o .o 
0 o.o 
0 o.o 
0 o .o 
0 o.o 
0 o.o 
0 o .o 




education class . It may be that there has not been sufficient planning 
between the departments or health and peysical education and hom.e 
econanies to avoid unnecessary repetition in this area.  
Suanary 
The pupils included in this study gave a very favorable response 
to their work, eepecially for the areas of ram1:cy- relations , food and 
clothing. This uy have been due to two factors s (1) pupils take home 
econcnics as an elective course and, therefore, it would be expected 
that they would be especially interested in it; ( 2 )  a wide range of 
teaching methods was used in work in the four areas . 
Teachers reported very .f'avorably to teaching work in the four 
areas . . .As was true r or the pupils , teachers enjoyed the areas of f amil,1" 
relations , food and clothing �ost , and health least. 
CH.APTER VIII 
FINDINGS, CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS 
Findings 
. The study or the teaching methods reported as having been used by 
hane econanics teachers in vocational classes or the high schools in the 
Roanoke District of Virginia, 1949-SO, was made for two major purposes a 
l. To find out what teaching methods were used most freqlil.ently by 
teachers in the various areas or han.e economies . 
2 .  To find out whether teaching methods used seemed to produce 
satist;ying results in terms of (a) pupil ' s  liking tor a subject matter 
area and (b) pupil ' s  achievement . 
The responses of 3S vocational home economics teachers in the 
Roanoke District of Virginia in regard to the teaehing · methods they used 
in the areas of health, food, clothing and ram� relations during the 
school year, 1949-SO, were analyzed and interpreted. In order to be 
able to interpret the teaching methods used, it was necessary to inter­
pret the objectives and outcomes or instruction also . 
In analyzing the reports of the hane econanics teachers it was 
round that a 
The largest percentage of the 3S vocational home economics teachers 
included in this study reported using class discussion ., films, problem.­
solving ., written "spot" tests , directed study., demonstration, evaluation, 
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recitation and special report in working with pupils on problems in the 
area of healthJ the laboratory method, demonstration, class discuseion, 
evaluation, directed study, and cooperative planning in the areas ot 
rood and clothing; class discussion, special reports, problem-solving, 
evaluation, directed study and lecture in the area or t� relation­
ships. The teachers used a reasonably wide range of teaching methods 
even though , only 13 of the 30 methods listed tor. study were used by over 
SO per cent of the teachers. 
It would seem that for the most part the teachers used those 
method8 which were consistent with the kind or learning toward which 
their objectives were directed. Although a high percentage of the 
teachers used those methods which make their greatest contribution to 
the democratic thought process : probl8lll-sol Ting, cooperative planning 
and evaluation, it would seem desirable that all teachers use those 
methods. It was felt that more emphasis should be placed on the use of 
cooperative planning, especially in the area of £aily relations. Many 
ot the other methods used by only a "1.atiftl.7 small percentage or the 
teachers 110uld seem to be desirable f'rom the standpoint or providing ·a 
greater variety. 
Variety in teaching methods is generall.7 conceded to make class 
work more interesting. The use or a reasonably wide range or methods by 
the teachers included in this study seems to have been reflected in the 
lilcing on the part of their pupils for their work in the four areas. 
Except tor the first year of the health work, over 50 per cent of the 
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pupils in each year or each or the four areas or work reported that they 
liked that area "very much. "  The next highest percentage ot pupils in 
all areas except the second year of f� relations indicated that they 
"liked" their work, and the third highest percentage reported that the 
work was n all right . "  � a very small percentage of the pupils re­
ported in the last two classifications : •didn 't especiall.1' like" and 
"didn 't  like . "  
ill teachers indicated that they 11enj oyed teaching very much" , 
"enjoy.d teaching", or "didn ' t  mind teaching" µi all four areas . No 
teachers checked the lut two categories, "didn ' t  especial:cy- enjoy 
teaching" ,  and "didn ' t  enjoy teaching. "  The teachers, as did the pupils, 
indicated that they liked their work in the area or health less than 
their work in the other three areas . 
The teaching methods used would seem to have been at least par­
tial� responsible for the pupils ' achievement in home economics . The 
largest percentage of home economics pupils in all three years came 
within the group who achieved an average or 80 to 89 in �l courses . 
This was likewise true for the pupils ' averages in home econanics . A 
higher percentage of the pupils achieved an average or 90 to 100 in home 
econanics than came 'Within this same average tor all courses . The per­
centage or pupils who averaged below 70 was lower for home econaaics 
than for all courses . 
The objectives set up, the methods used in working toward these 
objectives and the means of evaluation used resulted in more evidences 
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or pupil learning as skills and abilities developed than as knowledge 
acquired or appreciations developed. Only 8 .4 per cent of the evidences 
or pupil learning appeared under the heading of knowledge; whereas , 
16.9  per cent were listed as appreciations and the r•aining 74 .7 per 
cent of' evidences were listed as skills and abilities . 
Conclusions 
This study was ,mdertaken with the formulation or three assump­
tions, the first or which was stated as follows : "The ef'fecti veness of 
teaching methods being used by teachers or vocational ha:ne economics may 
be reflected in the liking deftloped by both pupils and teachers in 
regard to the vario1121 areas of work. " In view o:r the points brought out 
in the first part of this chapter, it would seem that sufficient evi­
dence has been cited to permit the writer to conclude that this first 
asslllllption was valid. 
In determining the validity of' the second assumption, "the results 
of the study may be or value to teacher educators (pre-service and in­
service ) in helping te�ehers choose more effective methods ",  the -writer 
is unable to support it with objective data as was done for the first 
hypothesis ; but, basing conclusion on subjective judgment, the writer 
feels that in the future the asawnption may prove to be a valid one . As 
was previous� indicated, the teachers used a relatively- wide variety or 
methods and used those methods which were consistent with the kind or 
learning toward which their objectives were directed; however, not all 
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teachers are using problem-solving, cooperative planning and evaluation. 
Since these methods are generally accepted as basic to sound home eco­
nomics teaching, it would seem that teacher educators might see a neces­
sity for giving teachers (pre-eern.ce and in-service) more effective 
guidance. Teacher educators might also find it desirable to encourage 
the use or other methods from the standpoint of providing a greater 
variety since it was found that onl.1' 13 of the 30 teaching methods listed 
:tor study were used by over 50 per cent of the teachers . 
The validity of the third assumption, "the study should provide 
material which will be helpful to home economics teachers in setting up 
more satisfying learning experiences for the pupils with whom they- work" , 
will have to be established in the same manner as the second assUJ1ption. 
It was found that, although objectives in the area of health were 
directed �award helping the girls meet some of their physical needs , 
little attention was being given to mental health and happiness ;  that 
little was done in the homemaking program to develop a sense o:t cODDD.unity 
awareness on the part of the girls enrolled; that little help was being 
given girls in order to help them see career possibilities related to 
homemaking; that specific objectives which would help the adolescent 
meet the de"8lopmental task of building conscious values in harmony with 
an adequate scientific world picture were not evident. Since these 
phases of the adolescent's development are considered important, it 
might be that hane econanics teachers should reconsider some o! their 
objectives to see if' there is a possibility of giving their pupils 
additional help in meeting these developmental tasks. 
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Not all teachers were using problem-solving, cooperative planning 
and evaluation. This would seem to indicate a need tor teachers to 
become aware or the contributions 'Which these three methods make to the 
democratic thought process .  
There was erldence that evaluation of learn:ing other than in terms 
or skills and abilities needs to be given further consideration . As has 
been previously stated in this chapter, 8 .4 per cent or the evidences or 
pupil learning appeared under the heading or lmowledge ; whereas , 16 .9 per 
cent were listed as appreciations and the remaining 74. 7 per cent or 
evidences were listed under skills and abilities • This seaned to indi­
cate a need ror teachers to give further study to the way in which 
objectives are stated so that they will be set up in terms or the kinds 
or behavior which they hope ror as a result or their teaching . 
Recomtendations 
While the results or this study or the teaching methods reported 
as haring been used by home economics teachers in vocational classes ot 
the high schools in the Roanoke . District or Virginia, 1949-50, would seem 
to be most helpful to the teachers in this district and the teacher edu­
cators working with them., the writer feels that the implications may be 
just as great ror other teachers of vocational home econan.ics and other 
teacher educators .  The writer, therefore , makes the following 
recommendations : 
1.  That teacher educators provide opportunities for teachers to 
study the developmental tasks of the adolescent and the implications 
they have for teaching hane economies . 
2 .  That teacher educators give teachers further assistance with 
program planning, especial.ly in setting up objectives in terms or the 
kind or learning which they hope for as a result or their teaching. 
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3 .  That teacher educators help all teachers to recognize problem­
solving, cooperative planning and evaluati on as methods basic to sound 
teaching in home econcxnics . 
4. That teachers and teacher educators give further emphasis to the 
evaluation ot leaming in terms ot knowledge and appreciations . 
,.  That supervisors of home econauics education help local adminis­
trators and bane economics teachers see possibilities for cooperative 
planning on the local school level in order that home economics teachers 
may make their greatest contribution to the over-all health program of 
their pupils . 
6. That further studies be made to see which teaching methods seem 
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- 111.· "teaching method is a technique f'or developing pupil learning, 
which under our present - interpretation of learning, takes place most 
ef'fectivel.7 ·!i9n. it occurs through self-purposed and self-directed 
experiences . "  
Typical learning experiences general� provided for in Home 
EconoDlics :  
1. Problem solving - In the problem solving •thod, the teacher will 
guide the students into sit.uations as nearly like those the:y 
find at home as possible; stimulate them to think through home 
probleu, solve them for themselves , and test their solutions 
in some appropriate way. 
"Steps in problem sol Ting : 
1. The problem is met and recognized as such . 
2 .  A decision ia made to solve the problem. 
3 �  The conditions are analyzed. 
4 .  ill available facts relating to the problem are gathered. 
S. These facts are evalua:ted and those which are considered 
irrelevant are discarded. 
6 .  .l tentati w or trial solution is found. 
7. The solution is tested to see if' it works . 
8 .  Ir it does not, the facts are reevaluated; other possible 
solutions are2looked for; and a second solution is found and checked ." 
2 .  Class discussion - "A discussion means that there is a difference 
of opinion teaporarily at · ieast, concerning a situation. 
Attention focuses on bringing these points or view into the open 
in order to solve a problem, to decide on the best procedures to 
1ii:aude Williamson and Kary �le, Hoaaaald.nl Education in the High School (New York : D. jppleton-Centur)" Coapan:r, 1 41) , p .  146:- -
2Ibid. , p .  1.5.3 . 
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tollow, to clear up a difficult,7. • • • known facts are brought 
to bear on the question. Kew data and new experiences are 
sought as needed. The probable results of different courses ot 
act.ion are discused and en.luted. A. common answer may or may 
not be desired; that depends upon the type of problem. However, 
tor a discussion to be euccess:tul, each indi'rlda.al JllUSt reach an 
answer for hwelt .•3 
"A. at:ia\llating leader wn1ally states the problea to be discussed 
and then gives the group a f'n minutes for thought, during which 
time she talks about it, clarifying t.he conditions and any terms 
which 'IU.Y' be •biguous , suggesting case situations to which the 
conditions apply, or raising questions which stimulate thought . 
She then calls for ideas and suggestions . If no one volunteers 
at once and it seems difficult to get people to talk, she may 
call on some one clirectl7, selecting a. person who looks as though 
she had some thoughts on the au.bject . •4 
3 . Panel discussion - "A. panel discussion is in realit7 a group dis­
cussion carried on b7 a mall group bef'ore an audience . In class 
use this audience is the class i tselt. The panel group and chair­
man are seated, uully around a table, before the audience in 
such a way that every one can see and hear . This of itself 
York: 
lillits the size of the audience f'or a successful panel, tor 
school use ,  to twent7-tive or thirt7. In class use the chair.man 
usually tells the approach from which each panel member is to 
talk concerning the problea. The chairman then states the prob­
lem to be discussed, clarity:Lag it, perhaps explaining why" the 
panel had been tormed, and ill!oraing the group that the latter 
part of the period will be given to discussion trom the f'loor . 
The chairman then opens the discussion . Sometimes he asks each 
panel •mber to express his opinion in three to five minutes 
(rarely more ) and then stimulates a free diacusion between the 
members . In other cases he stillulates a free give and take at 
the start, and an at.tempt is made to approxiaate as cloael.7 as 
possible the spontaneit7 of a lively conversation. Uter about 
half an hour, he . calls the panel discussion closed, summarizes 
the points brought gut, and asks tor questions or discussion 
from the audience . •5 
3rYOl Spafford, Fimda.ental.s in Teach� Home Econaaics (llew John Wiley and Sons, Second Edition, 19�0),p. 275 . 
bwuiuuon and Lyle, �· �. , p . 176 . 
,�. , pp . 185-86 . 
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4. Recitation - Recitation means "the reciting or repeating of knowledge , 
facts learned., or experiences had. 
"Successful personal li'Ving and h01118making make use or a great 
deal ot iDf'oraation - facts , kn«ledge ., whatever it may- be called -
and., while much of it may be learned through use in actual situa­
tions ., it may be tested partially at least by the recitation 
aethod. n6 
S. Special talk - A speaker - village doctor., county- health nurse, 
agric1llture teacher ., and others ma;y come before the class to 
present information the class aembers do not have and cannot 
easily' secure th.ell.selves , to introduce a new aspect of work., or 
to arouse interest .  
6.  Special report - One person. brings before the class information re­
lated to work the class is now doing or is going to do . 'fhis 
report should answer questions raised in class . The special 
report is a method or bringing to class inf'oraation which there 
is no time nor opportunity !or all to get at the moment . 
7. Caudttee work - By caamittee work we mean a group working together 
to carry through an actiTit;y. nscnetimes a committee ia set up 
to do a •pecial piece or work for the entire class . ! committee 
needs to set up an organization, make a plan or work., decide upon 
a division or labor ., and ••t a tiae for gro11p aeetings and for 
completing the job.  The members should recognise that the report 
presented or piece or work done should represent group opinion, 
that questions ahould be settled on merit and not by personal 
preference or by the loudest talld.ng or by the most persistent 
member . Teacher guidance will be needed to see that all work 
according to the rules or the game and that eYery aspect of' the 
problem is considered .  After this is done ., the teacher shollld 
accept the result,s or canmittee work just as the pupils are 
expected to do . • 7  
8 .  Directed stuq - "The study under guidance which accompanies small 
group or class work is lmown as directed study. A small group 
aay be planning meals and need to check on nutritive qualities 
ot certain foods ., w&y8 of cooking meats , how to serve a buffet 
supper . 
6 Spafford, �· cit . ,  p .  282 . 
7Ibid • ., p .  286 . 
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"ln any type of directed study, the girl needs to have a definite 
purpose in mind, know what she is going after and why she wants 
it. She should have a plan or work, know sources of help, and 
have some means of checking her progress . 
"Teacher guidance should be available when and as needed. SOJRe 
girls will need more than others, and not all will need the same 
kind. The teacher must be able to come in at the right moment, 
ask the questions which brings to light an unrecognized problem, 
give the suggestign which clears up the difficulty, point to 
sources o.f help . "  
9. Demonstration - A demonstration occurs when one or more persons show 
how a process is carried out. It is frequently used to provide 
information, to create interest, or to de-.elop an appreciation of 
standards ot work, and some understandings through widening the 
range of experience . 
"Demonstrations may vary in scope trom the very short informal 
showing to a •all group how to till a bobbin, to the long fo:nnal 
demonstration given to a large audience in cooking 1choola. 
"If the demonstration is long and illportant enough to be a lesson 
or itself, it will consist of three parts: .t'irst, a preparatory 
period or short duration, during which its need and purpose will 
be clarified; second, the demonstration itself; and third, a 
follow-up period tor practice of the process demonstrated. When 
the demonstration is given •rely tor the purpose or awakening 
interest, this last period is often omitted . "j 
10. Laboratory - The laboratory method is that through which students 
acquire motor techniques such as meal preparation, refinishing 
:furniture, and cleaning · a floor. The student may not become 
skilled but he becomes acquainted with the techniq,11.es and gete 
the feel ot an operation to be perfected later . 
"Each laboratory lesson, whether it extends over one class period 
only or over several days, consists of three parts. The first is 
used tor developing the plans for the work, the second for carry­
ing out tho•t<flans, and the third tor SlJIDllarizing and 
e-n.l.uating • " 
8n1d. , PP • 286-87 . 
9williaason and Lyle, 5?.. ei t., p. 199. 
10�., pp . 190-91. 
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11. Field trip - A field trip is an excursion outside the classroom 
which is "planned in order to develop appreciation and under­
standing of thip.ge as they reall7 are, and to secure information 
at its source . nil 
12 . Cooperative planning - Cooperative planning implies that the stu­
dents, teacher, and others concerned, work together to set up 
purposeful goals , to select the experiences through which they 
can be achieved and to evaluate progress .  
13 . Singing - The teacher and class may sing a song about balanced meals , 
sewing and so forth . 
14. Short drill - The class may, for a few minutes ,  continue to repeat or 
perform illportant skills such as threading the machine or learning 
the basic seven. 
1, . Rapid oral review - The teacher and class may discuss or look back 
over experiences and information preTiously discus sed !or the 
purpose of recalling to mind or examining for improvement. 
16. Written "spot" tests - These written tests , questions or problems on 
which the pupil writes , may be used as a means o:t helping stu­
dents evaluate progress , to stimulate interest, to instigate a 
discussion or as a review. 
17 . Debate - The debate is a method which may be uaed to discuss the 
argU11ents on both sides of a question. The af'!irllative (for the 
questions as stated) , and the negative (against the question as 
stated) discuss and examine questions through argU11ent. 
18 . Dr•atisation - .l dr•atisation as it would be used in class is a 
method through the use o:t which an endeavor is made to gi-.e lite 
and a sense o:t reality to problems through characterizing and 
portraying real or imagin&r7 people in real or illlaginary ai tuations . 
19 . Lecture - "The lectwe i8 a uae!ul means of presenting, orall7, in­
formation that is new or unusual or not available, except in too 
technical a form for the group to grasp, and which one can inter­
pret, sillplify, and make clear . trl2 
n�., p.  20s . 
12�. , p .  374 . 
llO 
20. Filas - .l fihl may be shown to the class as a means of introducing 
work on a problem., stimulating interest, explaining a process, 
imparting knowrledge, helping to develop attit11des, appreciations, 
and ideals, and &1Dlllll8rising work . 
21. Records - Records may be used for nry much the same reasons as 
films except that use is made or the sense or sound rather than 
sight or both sight and sound. 
22 . Radio programs - Special radio programs may be used at times during 
class period to bring ilunediate and pertinent presentations of 
material or interest to the clasa .  Kore often, however, tran.acrip­
tions of radio programs are available for teaching purposes . 
Classes may also give radio programs. "Planning and putting on 
such a program has real educational value . •13 
23. Slides accompanied by explanation md/or discussion - Slides may be 
used for the same purpose as ti.las. Their use provides an oppor­
tunit7 for class discussion during the showing . 
24. Standardized tests - Standardized tests are those "tests which, hav­
ing been given to a large number of girls, graded, and carefull7 
anal.;ysed might be regarded ae normal or standard measurements for 
what a clNSS of a certain age and grade level aight be expected 
to know. n.JJi 
2.$ .  Oral reading - The teacher or pupil• aay read to the class material 
which ia or canmon interest . 
26. Contests - C011petition among groups may be a means or stimulating 
and maintaining interest providing the class does not lose sight 
or their goals in sheer rivalry . 
27.  Games - A game Jllight be defined as play according to set rules . JJJ 
the term is used here, it means plq according to set rules which 
is done for the educational experience which it provides. For 
eDllple, the game, Vitam.ingo, might be used in the stl:ldy of 
nutrition . 
28 .  Interview - One person may discuss a subject with another before the 
cl.us for the purpose of securing information from the latter . 
For example, the class may be studying the career or journal.ism . 
13Spartord, �· cit ., p .  306 .  
ll;rilliauon and Ly-le, !E.. cit., p .  307 . 
lll 
Instead of making a report to the class , one member may invite a 
journalist to :meet with her class and discuss journal.ism with her 
there . 
29. Buzz session - A buzz session is a means or providing an opportunit7 
tor everyone to express his opinion by dividing a class into 
small groups, each group having a chairman who listens to the 
various ideas presented and then takes them back to the total 
class groups for further discussion and consideration . 
30. Evaluation - "Evaluation involves selecting ·md/or preparing and 
using instruments o! measurement, studying the evidence collected 
to find out what has or has not been learned, and deteraining 
both the procedures that have been effective in
1
)lr0Jlo\1ng learn­
ing and the nature and causes of ditficulties. " � 
31. others -
lSSpatr ord� �. cit .,  p. 217. 
SECTION II 
Teaching Methods Used With Class Groups 
Teacher School --------------- -----------
General over-all objective : 
Ir a record is kept for different classes in terms of the various areas 
or hanemaking studied, designate the class or grade level in the column 
to the left ot that area or work. (Class groups-i.e., sophomore class 





AREAS OF WORK 
(Give specific objective(s) under each) 
I. Health 
II . Personal appearance 
III. Food 
METHOm USED 
(Dea,ignate b7 number 
correaponding to the 
specific method or 
combination or aethods 
described in Section I, 
Teaching Methods which 




A.REAS OF WORK 
IV. Clothing 
v. Fudl.y" relations 
VI . Social behavior 
VII. Houing 






AREAS OF WORK 
x. Income earning and spending 
n. Caring tor children 




Evidences or Pupil Learning 
Teacher School 
-------------- -----------
List evidences of pupil learning in the following areas m terms or 
:methods or ccabination ot method8 1 
I.  Health 
n. Personal appearance 
III. Food 
IV. Clothing 
V. Famil.J' relations 
(Evid8ncea of pupil learni.Dg continued) 
VI. Social behavior 
VII. Bouaing 
VIII. Use or time and energy 
IX. Recreation 
X. Income earning and apending 
n. Caring tor children 
ll6 
(Evidences ot pupil learning continued) 






I.  Cl.us group{ s )  for which 
methods are listed 
Nmber students 
in group(s ) 
.Age range of 
students 
Occupational groups represented and 
nmber in each 
Example : 10th grade 16 ll4-16 Farmers-lo, aalesmen-1, industrial 
workere-4, carpenters-1 
II. Summary of test results which may be available : (For same class group{s)  as listed in No . I) 
Example : 10th grade (16) 
I .q . 
S 1tudiiiii 90- 99 
10 100-109 
1 110-ll9 
III . Sl111J1l8ry of academic standing: (For same class group{s ) 
Average in all courses 





as listed in No . I) 
Average in � economics 
SECTION V-A 
Pupil ' s  Evaluation Sheet 
Class or grade level 
----------
List in the column at the extreme left the areas of work you have had 
this year. Then check one of the five colUllrls t.o the right which aost 
nearly expresses 7our feeling about that area of work. 
Liked Was Didn ' t  
very all especially Didn ' t  
.Area of work much Liked right like like 
SECTION V-B 
Summary - Pupil ' s  E'Y8.luations 
Teacher School 
-------------- ------------
Class or grade level 
--------
Liked Was Didn 't 
Tery all especially Didn ' t  
Area of work much Liked right like like 
Class or grade level 
--------
Liked -Was Didn ' t  
very all especially Didn ' t  
Area or work much Liked ri�ht like like 
Class or grade lewl --------
Liked Was Didn ' t  
very all especially Didn' t  
Area or W'Ork much Liked right like like 
SECTION VI 
Teacher ' s  Evaluation Sheet 
Teacher _________ -:-ro...,...--= ..... --S
chool 
_Li_s_t_are_as--or ..... w_o_r ... k..,t!-'-a-ugh ...... tPo-.in- grade levels with whom this study was made . 
Cheek the column which most nearly expresses your reeling about that 
area or work . 
Class or grade level -----------
' Enj oyed Didn 't 
teaching Didn ' t  especial17 Didn ' t 
very Enjoyed mind enjoy enjoy 
Area o.f work much teachinR teachiru? teaching teaching 
Class or g rade level 
Enjoyed Didn ' t  
teaching Didn ' t  especial.]Jr Didn ' t  
very Enjoyed mind enjoy enjoy 
Area of work much teaching teaching teaching teaching 
Class or grade level -----------
Enjoyed Didn 't  
teaching Didn ' t  especially" Didn' t  
very · Enjoyed mind enjoy enjoy 
Area of work much teaching teaching teaching teaching 
Problem Class Panel Special Special Ccmmdttee Directed Dem� 
Hmber SolT.in1 Discussion Discussion Recitation Talk Re2ort Work st'lr -!3 Area and Year of Teachers Per Per Per , '•r Per Per Per 
HCllle Economics Reporting No . Cent No. Cent No . �ent. I No . Cent No. Cent No. Cent No . Cent No. Cent No . 
.,., • . z,; 
Health I 13 10 11 .0 12 92 .3 2 15 .k ' 9 69 .2 3 23 .1 8 61.5 4 30 .8 10 76 .9 9 
II 9 , ,, .6 6 66.7  , ,, .6 4 44.4 , 5, .6 6 66. 7  4 h4.4 , ,,.6 7 
III 2 2 100 .0 2 100.0 0 0 .0 2 100.0 0 o.o 1 ,o.o 0 o.o 1 ,o .o 0 
Food I 16 10 62 .s 14 87.S 2 12 .s 12 1,.0 , 31 .3 6 37 .S 10 62 -, 12 7S .o  16 
II 11 8 72 . 7 11 100.0 3 27 .3 9 81 .8 1 9 .1 6 54.6 , 4, .5 11 100.0 10 
III 10 7 10.0 9 90 .0 2 20 .0 8 80 .0 3 30 .0 6 60.o 5 so.o 10 100.0 10 
Clothing I 16 9 S6 .3 1h 87.S 4 25 .0 s 31.3  2 12.5 9 56 .3 4 25 .o 11 68 .8 16 
II 14 13 92 .9 12 85 . 7 2 14.J 6 42 .9 3 21 .4 7 50 .0 4 28 .6 11 78 .6 14 
III 7 5 71.lt 6 85 . 7  1 14.3  I 3 Ja .9 1 lb.3 3 42 .9 2 28 .6 6 85 . 7 7 
Family- Relations I 6 4 EL,. 7 6 100 .0 3 5o.o 3 50.0 1 16. 7  s 83 .3  2 33 .3 4 66. 7  1 
II 7 s 71.4 6 85 . 7  1 14.3 3 42 .9 0 o .o 6 85 . 7  0 o .o 4 57.1 0 
III 1h 12 85 . 7  12 85 . 7  7 50 .0 s 35 . 7  3 21.4 10 71.4 7 50 .0 8 57.1 1 
*Tables VIII and !,X were coapiled from this original tabulation. 
APPENDIX 13*-
llETHODS REPOrt ... ·ED AS HAVING BEEN USED BY 3.5 TEACHERS OF HCBIE ECONCMICS IN THE ROANOKE DISTRICT OF VIRGINIA, 1949-! 
Number and P�r Capt of Teachers Reaorting Methods Used by Area and Year of Home E 
Rapid 
Special Special Committee Directed Demonsfra- Field Cooperative Short Oral Written Dra 
tion Talk :Report Work st.:ag; tion Laboratory � Pl.ming 
S� Drill Review Spot Teata Debate tiz1 � Per Per Per r Prr Per . r Per r Per Per Per Per -
bent No . Cent No . Cent No . Cent No. Cent No . Cent No . Cent No . Cent No . Cent No . Cent No . Cent No . Cent No . Cent No . Cent No . 
I 
I 
69 .2 3 23 .1 8 61 • .5 4 30 .8 10 76.9 9 �9. 2 .5 38 • .5 1 7. 7 6 46 .2 1 7 .7  4 30 .8 6 46. 2 11 84.6 1 7. 7 2 
44.. .5 .5.5 .6 6 66. 7  4 h4.k .5 .,.,.6 7 77. 8  .5 ,5,5 .6 1 11 .1 .5 .5.5 .6 1 ll.l 6 66. 7  6 66.7  .5 .,, .6 o o .o 1 
oo.o o o.o 1 so.o o o.o 1 .50.0 o o.o o o .o o o.o 2 100.0 o o.o 1 ,5o .o 1 ,5o .o 1 so.o o o .o o 
1.s .o ., 31.3 6 31 .s 10 62 • ., 12 7.5 .o 16 t·o 16 100.0 
8 se.o 13 81 .3 1 6.3 4 2.5 .0  10 62 • ., 11 68 .8 · 1 6 .3 2 
81 .8 1 9 .1 6 .54.6 .5 4.5 • .5 ll 100.0 10 . 9  11 100 .0 3 21.3  9 81.8  1 9 .1 .5 4.5 • .5 8 72 . 7  8 72 . 7  1 9.1 3 
ao .o 3 30.0 6 60 .o , .50.0 10 100.0 10 .o 10 100 .0 6 60.o 8 80.0 1 10 .0 6 60.o 8 80.0 8 80 .0 1 10 .0 1 
31.3 2 12 ., 9 .56 .3 4 2,5 .o n 68 .8 16 o.o 14 87 • .5 4 2.5 .o 11 68 . 8 1 6.3 7 43 . 8  7 43 .8 10 62 • .5 o o.o 4 
42 .9 3 21 .4 7 so .o 4 28 .6 11 78 .6 14 o.o 14 100.0 6 42 .9 9 64.3 1 1.1 .5 3.5 . 7  7 so .o 8 .57.1 o o.o 3 
42 .9  1 lh.3 3 42 .9 2 28 .6 6 8.5 . 7  7 l o.o 7 100.0 3 42 .9 6 8.5 . 7 1 14.3 4 . .57 .1 4 .57.1 7 100.0 o o .o 2 
so .o 1 16. 7  ., 83 .3 2 33 .3 4 66. 7  1 6. 7 1 16 . 7 1 16. 7 3 ,o .o o o .o 2 33 .3 3 so.o 2 33 .3 o o .o o 
42 .9 o o.o 6 8.5 . 7  o o.o 4 .57.1 O o .o O o.o O o.o 4 .57.1 0 o.o O o .o 2 28 .6 l l.4.3 o o .o 1 
3.5 .7  3 21.4 10 71.4 7 so .o a .57.1 1 . 1.1 1 1.1 1 1.1 7 1.1 o o .o 2 14.3 4 28 .6 4 28 .6 1 1.1 2 
NOKE DISTRICT OF VIRGINIA, 1949-$0 
s Used bl .Area and Year ot Home Economics 
-tandard-
Written Radio I ized Oral 
�ot Tests Debate Lecture Films Records Prosrams Slides 
I Tests 
·� 
Contests Games Int 
Per Per Per Per Per Per Per I Per Per Per 
No. Cent No . Cent No. No. Cent No. Cent No. Cent No . Cent No . Cent No. Cent No. Cent No. Cent No . Cent No. 
11 84.6 1 1. 1 2 7 ,3.8 9 69 .2  0 o.o 0 o .o 0 o .o 0 0.Q , 38., 1 1 .1  0 o.o 1 ' ,, .6 0 o .o 1 .1 6 66. 7 9 100.0 0 o.o 0 o.o 1 11.1 0 o .o I 4 44.k 2 22.2 0 o .o 0 1 ,o.o 0 o.o 0 b .o 1 5o.o 0 o .o 0 o.o 0 o.o 0 o.o 0 o .o 1 ,o.o 0 o.o 0 o.o 0 
I 
t
s 11 68 . 8  1 6.3 ' 2 9 ,6.3 13 81.3 1 6.3 0 o .o 3 18.8 0 o .o 6 37., 8 ,o.o 0 o.o 1 
8 72. 7 1 9 .1 3 2 .3 7 63.6 7 63.6 0 o .o 1 9.1 1 9.1 1 9.1 6 ,4.6 4 36.4 0 o .o 1 
8 80.0 1 10.0 1 1 .o 4 40.0 7 10.0 0 o .o 0 o .o 0 o.o 0 o.o 4 40 .0 3 30.0 0 o.o 0 
10 62 .5 0 o.o 4 9 ,6.3 12 7,.0 2 12., 0 o .o 2 12., 1 6.3 3 18.8 2 12 ., 0 o .o 0 
8 ,1.1 0 o.o 3 7 ,o .o 6 42.9 0 o.o 0 o .o 2 lh.3 0 o .o 2 14.3 1 o.o 0 o.o 2 
7 100.0 0 o.o 2 4 ,1.1 , 71.4 0 o.o 0 o .o 1 14.3 1 14.3 1 14.3 2 28.6 0 o.o 0 
2 33.3 0 o.o 0 .o 4 66. 7 0 o.o 1 16. 7 0 o.o 0 o .o 0 o.o 3 ,o .o 0 o.o 0 o.o 0 
1 14.3 0 o .o 1 .3 4 ,1.1 4 ,1.1 0 o.o 0 o.o 0 o.o 0 o.o 4 ,1.1 0 o .o 0 o.o 0 




Radio ized Oral I Buzz 
Lecture Films Records Pro1rmas Slides Tests ·� Contests Games Interviell' Session Evaluation Per Per Per Per Per Per Per Per 'Per Per Per 
No. Cent No. Cent No. Cent No. Cent No. Cent , No. Cent No . Cent No . Cent No . Cent No . Cent No. Cent No . Cent 
7 53 .8 9 69.2  0 o.o 0 o .o 0 o.o 0 o.o s 38 .5 1 1 .1  0 o.o 1 I 7. 7 1 1. 1 8 61 .5 
6 66.7  9 100.0 0 o.o 0 o.o 1 11 .1 0 o.o 4 44.4 2 22 .2 0 o .o 0 o.o 2 22 .2  7 11 .8 
1 so.o 0 o .o 0 o.o 0 o.o 0 o .o 0 o.o 1 5o .o 0 o.o 0 o .o 0 o.o 0 o .o 1 50 .0 
9 56.3 13 81.3 1 6 .3 0 o.o 3 18 .8 0 o .o 6 37.S : 8 50 .0 0 o.o 1 6 .3 1 6.3 12 7S .o 
7 63 .6 7 63 .6 0 o.o l 9.1 1 9 .1 1 9 .1 6 54.6 I 4 36 .4 0 o .o 1 9.1 1 9 .1 10 90.9 
4 40.0 7 70.0 0 o.o 0 o .o 0 o .o 0 o .o 4 40.0 I 3 30 .0 0 o.o 0 o .o 2 20 .0 8 80.0 
I I 
9 56.3 12 7, .0 2 12 .• 5 0 o.o 2 12 .S 1 6.3 3 18.8  I 2 12 .5 0 o .o 0 o .o 
2 12 .S 1h 87 .S 
7 50 .0 6 42 .9 0 o.o 0 o .o 2 J.h .3 0 o .o 2 l.4.3 1 o.o 0 o.o 2 14.3 4 28 .6 13 92 .9 
4 S1 .1 s n.4 0 o .o 0 o .o 1 l.4.3 1 14.3 1 14.3 2 28 .6 0 o.o 0 o .o 2 28 .6 7 100.0 
4 66. 7 0 o.o 1 16. 7 0 o.o 0 o .o 0 o.o 3 so.o I 0 o.o 0 0 .0 0 I O .O 1 16. 7 . 4 66 . 7 
4 S1.1 4 57.1 0 o.o 0 o.o 0 o.o 0 o .o  4 57.1 0 o .o 0 o .o 0 o .o 1 l.4.3 5 71.li 
8 .57.1 6 42 .9  0 o .o 0 o .o 0 o.o 0 o.o 7 50 .0 0 o.o 0 o .o 1 7 .1 5 35 . 7 11 78 .6 
